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Mr. L. Daniel Mullaney
Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Europe and the Middle East
001cc of the United States Trade Representative
600 1 7th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20008

Re: Docket USTR-20 12-0001, U.S. Chamber of Commerce-BUSINESSEUROPE submission to

the Federal Register Notice on the U.S.-EU I ugh-Level Working Group on Jobs and (Irowth

Dear Mr. Mullaney:

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is the world’s largest business federation representing

the interests of more than three million businesses and organizations of every size, sector, and
region ol’the United States. BUSINESSEUROPE. active in European affairs since 1958,
represents 41 leading industrial and employers’ lèderations IIom 35 European countries, working

together to achieve growth and competitiveness in Europe. We applaud the establishment of the

I ugh Level Working Group on Transatlantic Jobs and Growth, and we urge you to be ambitious
in both content and timing as you formulate your recommendations to President Obama,
President Barroso and President Van Rompuy.

The U.S. and European economies flice enormous challenges that must be urgently

addressed. Far too many individuals are out of work, under-employed and discouraged. We face

strong competition from new quarters. With fiscal and monetary policy constrained, we can, and

must, remove as many obstacles to growth within and between our economies.

In seeking opportunities to promote job and economic growth between the U.S. and
European economies, you can build on the enormous advantage of the uniquely integrated

transatlantic market, where U.S. and European lirms have invested $3.5 trillion (€2.7 trillion) in

one another and some 40 percent of the $900 billion (€695 billion) in trade is intra-finn.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and Businesshurope believe there are additional steps to

facilitate bilateral trade in goods and services, investment, regulatory cooperation, government
procurement, and intellectual property rights protection. ‘[hey include:

• The elimination oftari it’s between us. Even where low, they represent a significant tax on

the global competitiveness ot’our tirms. The elimination ol’tarift’s alone could generate

welfare gains olup to $86 billion (€65.6 billion) for the EU and $82 billion (€62.5

billion) for the IS. ‘Ihe economic gains li’om eliminating tariffs are detailed in the

attached report from the European Center lbr International Political Economy (I IC I P11).



In addition, the Li.S. and 1. I. 3 ShotI Id locuS on laci itat ng the flow of goods by adopting

common customs electronic data tiling Systems and minimizing inefliciencies in our

security regimes, as we did in recognizing our respective container supply chain security

requirements under the Transatlantic Economic Council (TEC).

As democracies with mature regulatory systems, we each seek similarly high standards of’

protection fbr our consumers, investors and environment. We must create a legal

mechanism that allows our regulatory agencies, in collaboration with their legislative

committees, to improve their el’ticiency and effectiveness in addressing non—tan IT baniers

and in enforcing those standards against higher risk suppliers by letting them accept the

compatibility of their transatlantic counterparts’ regulatory regime. This approach is

described in more detail in the attached study by .John Morrall, especially in Annex A.

• Such a mechanism will also promote our services sectors. where the U.S. and EU account

for some 70 Percent of world trade but where unnecessary regulatory differences still

thwart our global competitiveness and are now fracturing the transatlantic capital market.

Over half our services trade depends on the internet, and we must at all costs avoid

undennining this by adopting unnecessarily strict and diverging approaches to data

retention, protection, and localization. Services trade also depends on the movement of

quali fled people, so we should extend the U.S. Visa Waiver Program to cover the EU,

make treaty trader and investor status fully available, and take major steps to facilitate

intra—corporate transfers.

• The unique investment relationship which supports the transatlantic economy is founded

on an incomplete network of bilateral treaties between the U.S. and EU member states.

We should upgrade this to a first class bilateral agreement, based on the principles which

we and eight other business associations sent in the attached November 16 letter to the

Co—chairs of the Transatlantic Economic Council. These priiciples commit each not to

discriminate against investors of the other in establishing and operating investments,

allow capital to move freely, and provide full protections against expropriation.

• Welcoming the new U.S.—EU Government Procurement Forum, and urge it to identify as

many opportunities as possible to fully open markets at all levels of government and

public entities that are active on public procurement markets. This will expand

competition among U.S. and EU bidders that play by the same Ihir rules, and stretch

taxpayers’ money in today’s constrained budgets.

• Recommending a strong intellectual property rights regime and active regulatory

cooperation towards a coherent approach to support joint work to establish a global

standard in this field.

Each of these steps would bring significant economic benefits, dwarfing the value of all

other bilateral trade agreements we have. With our common values, similar legal systems and

high standards of labor and environmental protection, agreement in each area should be

technically and legally easier to reach.
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(liven the imperative facing both the U.S. and the EU to boost their growth rates quickly,
we recommend the preparation olan ambitious yet realistic assessment of the scope of an
Economic and Trade Pact. We encourage the I high Level Working Group on Jobs and Growth to
commit to a deep and comprehensive bilateral initiative, and to consider the respective value and
leasibility ol both a single undertaking and more flexible negotiating structures in the context of
transatlantic trade negotiations.

We would like to stress that we should not let election calendars in the U.S. and Europe
either drive or delay our efforts when our economies need growth. Not when our people need
jobs. Not when our values and economic systems are so similar.

We, and our millions of members, urge you to recommend our leaders launch
negotiations as soon as possible and to put forward a strong political commitment to do so when
they meet in Chicago in May for the G8 and NATO summits. A clear call for concrete steps to
promote growth and jobs in the transatlantic market will itself boost market conFidence and
investment. And the quicker we conclude negotiations, the more our economies, and our people.
will benefit.

Finally, as we commit ourselves to ensuring that we utilize the full potential of our
bilateral relationship to produce the jobs and growth we need, the U.S. and the LU need to
cooperate further in their respective relations with third countries to ensure coherence and to
avoid providing them the opportunity to take advantage of differences in U.S. and EU
approaches. The work of the TEC in adopting strong principles, and when possible dc flicto
global standards, should he actively pursued.

For more information, please contact Peter Rashish at prashishc’auschamber.corn or at
(202) 463-5647.



V.



The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is the world’s largest business federation representing the interests of
more than 3 million businesses of all sizes, sectors, and regions, as well as state and local chambers
and industry associations.



Determining Compatible Regulatory
Regimes between the U.S. and the EU

By John F. Mon all Ill’

Executive Summary

As democratic, developed societies, the United States and the European Union strive for well—
regulated market economies that provide their citizens high levels of protection for consumer
welfare and safety, the environment and financial stability. With the U.S. and EU economies so
highly integrated, however, differing U.S. and EU approaches to don’iestic regulation can actually
reduce consumer welfare by creating unnecessary costs as companies modify products to meet
different requirements that do not notably increase consumer protection. Among other things,
these differences require regulatory agencies to devote scare enforcement resources to policing
high—volume hut low—risk transatlantic trade, reducing their ability to adequately enforce
regulatory requirements on imports from less well—regulated economies.

To overcome the costs of’ these unnecessary regulatory divergences, and to enhance the
eflciency and effectiveness of our regulators, this paper advocates that the United States and
European Union should:

.r establish a process that should ultimately result in mutual recognition of compatible
regulatory regimes, initially focusing on product safety in such pilot areas as automobiles,
chemicals and pharmaceuticals; and,
as a first step toward this goal, have corresponding regulatory agencies undertake
Transatlantic Regulatory Impact Assessments (TARIA) on significant existing and
pending product safely regulations in these sectors that have major impacts on the U.S.-EU
economic relationship.

[‘hat U.S. and EU regulators strive for similar regulatory outcomes is well-established; a
detailed study of 3,000 risk-reducing regulatory decisions in the U.S. and EU shows that overall
risk stringency is about the same, while divergences stern largely from protectionism and local
rent-seeking. Other studies cited herein highlight the existing and prospective overlap especially
in the areas of automotive safety, chemicals and pharmaceuticals. 1’he cost of divergent
approaches is highlighted in a detailed study by ECORYS, which estimates that eliminating even
half of the non—tariff barriers to trade caused by regulatory divergences could increase
transatlantic GDP by half a percent, or $150 billion. Even more conservative estimates of
economic gain imply the benefits of’greater regulatory convergence through mutual recognition
of compatible regimes and transatlantic regulatory impact analyses will far outweigh the costs.

[‘his paper was fancied by the U.S. Chamber ofCommerce’s Global Regulatory Cooperation Project.



As regulators are o[ten legally mandated to locus on their domestic responsibilities,
regulators will need to be so convinced of these benefits that they will seek legislative authority
to he able to recognize the product safety decisions of their transatlantic counterparts. As
detailed in Annex A, such a process would build on, and build up, nearly two decades of
cooperation between U.S. and EU regulatory agencies by studying whether outcomes at-c in fact
similar, and then seek public comment on those studies. Ifregulators decide they do have
compatible regimes, they would ask legislators for the ability to accept the product safety
determinations of their transatlantic counterpart, while retaining the right to suspend this
recognition for individual products where they have reason to believe a problem may exist. Such
a determination would initiate consultations with their regulatory counterpart, which clearly
would be interested in any evidence that its product safety ruling might be incorrect.

TARIA would help build regulator-to-regulator confidence by coupling existing U.S. and EU
regulatory cooperation with domestic “better regulation” initiatives coordinated through the
U.S.’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) and the EU Commission’s Impact
Assessment Board (IA B). The Transatlantic Regulatory Impact Assessments would help iclenti 1y
and justify divergences in existing and new “major” U.S. and EU product safety regulations,
guided by the recently agreed common principles of transparency and stakeholder involvement,
consideration of costs and benelits, analysis of alternatives, preference for the least burdensome
approach, and use of flexible tools. We suggest ten specific questions each TARIA should
answer, including identifying the specific problem to be addressed, the cost savings of
complying with one set of regulations rather than two different ones, and the regulatory spillover
benefits of similar approaches.

If properly done, these two initiatives should result in greater regulatory efficiency and
effectiveness, enhanced consumer welfare and safer products, deeper transatlantic economic
integration and competitiveness, and the added growth and jobs our two societies need. All
that’s required now is the political will to begin the process.
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Determining Compatible Regulatory
Regimes between the U.S. and the EU

By John F. Morrall 1112

Our regulatory system must protect public health, we//are, safety, and our environment while
promoting economic growth, innovation, competitiveness, and job creation. It must be based on
the best available science. It must allow Jar public participation and an open exchange of ideas.

It must promote predictability and reduce uncertain!)’. It must identify and use the best, most

innovative and least burdensome tools for achieving reguiatoiy ends. It must take into account

benefits and costs, both quantitative and qualitative.

—President Obama (20 I l)

Letv be clear: Trade is critical to American innovation and Lconomic growth. It can expand
opportunity for workers and entrepreneurs, both at home and abroad.

—Senators Baucus and Kerry (201 1)

This paper proposes a new approach to transatlantic regulatory cooperation aimed at

improving regulator efficiency and effectiveness through U.S.—EU mutual recognition of

“compatible regulatory regimes.” As democratic societies at similar levels of economic

development, the citizeiis of the United States and European Union seek the same protections

and performance from their regulatory regimes, so U.S. and EU regulatory measures — especially

in the area of product safety — olien seek the same results, even if through dilThrent approaches.

2 John Morrall is currently an economic consultant and Affiliated Senior Scholar with the Mercatus Center of’
George Mason University. He worked for six Presidents on regulators policy in the Executive Office of’ the
President from 1975 until September 2008. lie was Acting Deputy Administrator for the Office of lnlbrmation and
Regulatory Affairs (O1RA) of the Office of Management and Budget from 2006 to 2007, the highest career position
in OIRA. In 2004. he was awarded a SEX Presidential Rank ard. Dr. Morrall has been both a Visiting Economist
at the American Enterprise Institute and a Brookings Institution Economic Policy Fellow. Prior to his go ernment
service he was an Assistant Professor of International Economics at the University of Florida and attained an A.]).
from Tufts University. .1/agna (‘mu Laud’, and a Ph.D. from the Uniersity of North Carolina at Chapel I lill. The
author would like to thank Peter Chase. Sean I leather. Sophia Chase, and ivy Broder for ideas. suggestions and
edits.

President Barack Obama. Executie Order 13563: Economic Grow/li and Pub/ic Prowc’Iion. January 18. 2011.
Section 1. (ieneral Principles of’ Regulation.

Senators Max Baucus and John Kerry in the I Vail .S’Irc’ci Journal, April 4. 2011.



By eliminating unnecessary regulatory divergences between us. we can also reduce existing, and

prevent new, non—tan if’ harriers (N’113s ) to transatlantic trade and investment, thereby generating

growth, jobs and greater public protection in (he world’s largest economic partnership. An

important study by ECORYS, Funded by the European Commission, estimates that ii 50% of the

non—tan Fl’ harriers between the United Slates and (he European Union were eliminated, combined

transatlantic GDP would increased by halioia percent.5 With a combined transatlantic GDP oF

$30 trillion, the modeled improvements to our regulatory regimes could promote economic

growth of’ $1 50 billion per year in GDP while also enhancing public health and saFety.6

Although the transatlantic regulatory cooperation effort of over twenty years has shown

some progress and potential for more — it has been slowed by agency inertia and resistance

to policy concerns not directly related to agency mission. In a fiscally—constrained period when

regulators must do more with less, when our societies must look For growth through efficiencies,

we must redouble our efft)rts and undertake bolder approaches to improve the quality and

protections oF our regulations while expanding trade, investment and incomes. Specitical ly this

paper proposes an approach that combines on—going regulator—to—regulator cooperation wit!,

the existing and reuivigorated central government coorthnatwii and qua1iti control

institutions. It will ensure that iiew and existing regulations take into account a beyond—the—

border perspective grouiided iii the public interest approach to regulation.

Regulatory reform at the national level has taken center stage again as both sides oI’{he

Atlantic seek ways to reestabJish growth, job creation, innovation, and competiveness with

dynamic emerging markets. At the same time the need for “better” or “smarter” regulation is

more apparent now than ever before, at the international as well as the national level.7

FCORYS Nederland lt.V. Non—Tariff Measures in UU—U.S. Trade (December 200). A ten sear “ambitious’ hut
feasible ( ith hieh Ie ci political support) regulators cooperation process ‘.‘. as modeled. 11w lU would gain a
permanent increase of0.7% and the U.S. 0.3% ofCDP. One half ofa percent is 20% of the grotli forecast of
combined (]DP h Ecotumzix/ A1a’.a.7inc’ br 2011 and 2012 on May 14. 2011.
h Many studies have shown that higher income tends to lead to better health c Randy I ,utter and John Morrall,

iealth—1 lealth Analy sis: A Ne Way to lvaluaie I icalth and Safet Regulation. .Jourmi/ r/Ri/ oml (!necrlainhl’
I N4). flased on estimates updated for inflation form this literature. Se Randy Lutter. John Morrall. and Kip

Viscusi. “‘Ihe Cost—Per—Lift—Saed Cutoff liar Safety —Enhancing Regulation.” Icooomic tm/u/i-v I 909) a S 150
billion ncrease in (11W could lead to an additional 6.000 lies saed per year.

It is important to make clear that regulator\ reform efforts designed to promote economic gro\Nth. job creation.
innoation. and competieness are not at odds ith the need for regulation to he efYectie in achie ing a desired
reculatory outcome. In fact. it is just the opposite. Confidence in the quality and integrity of regulation remains the
primar\ objecti e and taking into account international considerations only further underscores this mandate. (iiven



Increasingly, (lie (lOifleStiC center—oI—government regulatory oversight bodies, the Otlice ol’

Inlormation and Regulatory Afl’airs (01 RA) in the 0111cc ol’ Management and Budget (0MB)

which is part ol’ the 0111cc oF the President, and the Eumpean Union’s Impact Assessment Board

(lAB), chaired by a Deputy Secretary General of the European Commission (EC), are being

asked to expand and integrate their coordinating and quality control roles For domestic regulation

with work in international regulatory cooperation. Regulator—to—regulator sector negotiations to

ci mi mate regulatory divergence and to implement mutual recognition agreements must be given

the same quality control and coordination from the central government as domestic rulemakings

already receive. Additionally, these rulemakings must abide by the same principles as those used

l’or domestic—focused regulation: transparency, open government and evidence—based benefit—cost

analysis. As Cass Sunstein commented:

To understand the likely consequences ojregulations, it is indispensable to use the best
available techniques to project ho/h hene/lts and costs, and to be as quantitative as
possible.

Receptivity to a new approach that combines bottom-up rel’orin with clearly needed top

dowii coordination and oversight appears ripe for consideration. In the United States alone, since

2005 0MB has co-chaired the U.S.-EU High-Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum (I ILRCF),

which now reports to the Cabinet—level Transatlantic Economic Council (‘FEC). In l)eccrnber

2010, 0IRA agreed to consider new regulatory cooperation mechanisms. In its Mai’ch 2011

Drall Report to Congress on the Cost and Benefits ofFederal Regulations, 0MB discussed

various regulatory cooperation in itiatives and asked for comments on whether 0MB should

recommend that agencies promote regulatory cooperation initiatives alongside their trading

partners. When 0MB recommends an agency practice, it monitors and oversees those actions.

Also in March 2011, 0MB established a new website on international regulatory cooperation

with a special section devoted to the EU. Similar developments are occurring in Brussels.

The paper proceeds as laid out in the lollowing paragraph. Section 1 makes the case for a

new approach for transatlantic regulatory cooperation through mutual recognition ol coiiipat ible

the complexit and interconnected nature ol toda s global econorn . incongruent regulator) trame\ orks that fail to
interrelate across borders can ha e the unintended consequence 01 exposing gaps in the integrit 0! the safiguard
intended h the regulation.
8 Cass R. Sunstein. Administrator oi 01 RA. Speech at NYU La School. “Ixecutie Order 13563. Iconomic
Growth and Public Protection” on April 4. 201

.S’c 1fltp://w .whitchousc.go/omh/oira irc europe.
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regulatory regimes; this approach is presented in more detail in Annex A. Section 2 PrOPOSeS

building on the recently reinvigorated regulatory impact analysis ( RIA) programs ol evidence—

based, public participation and impact analysis rulemaking by institutionalizing a transatlantic

regulatory impact analysis process. Principles of analysis and specilic requirements are

presented, while a brief regulatory impact assessment, presented in Annex B, suggests the

benefits of this new approach likely outweigh costs. Section 3 describes the slow progress of

previous efforts at transatlantic regulatory cooperation and refers the reader to Annex C for the

particulars of the attempts to establish meaningful mutual recognition agreements (MRAs)

between the U.S. and the EU. It suggests that further steps to revise the 0MB and EC regulatory

impact analysis guidelines need to be taken, in order to better take into account trade and

investment impacts. Annex D describes current requirements. Section 4 proposes a way forward

by suggesting the program start with pilot sectors. Three key sectors/regulatory regimes appear

most suitable for this pilot program, as they offer the greatest potential for advancing product

safety and saving consumer and taxpayers’ resources. These sectors include: the auto industry,

chemicals and pharmaceuticals. Section 5 concludes with a summary of the findings and a call

for a more ambitious approach to reducing regulatory divergences.

1. The Case for a New Compatible Regulatory Regime Approach

a. Better Regulation and Trade

Regulation is a necessary and accepted part of good governance. ‘Free” economies

function niost efficiently when all actors operate in the context of transparent, evidence—based,

and enforced rules; rules which reflect societal norms for protecting consumer safety, the

environment and financial prudence.

These rules and regulations naturally reflect domes/ic political desiderata, with regulatory

agencies enlorcing them on all products and services sold in their jurisdiction. whether produced

domestically or abroad. But the regulators ability to enforce these measures becomes

increasingly strained in a highly globalized world, where international trade constitutes nearly a

quarter of the goods and services available in such developed economies as the United States and

I uropean Union.
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When regulatory agencies in two iunsdictions take dilThrent approaches, they can raise

non—tan Cf barriers to trade between them, without necessarily enhancing social welIire. The net

beneflt to the public of reducing barriers to trade between nations has been recognized at least

since the time of Adam Smith and David Ricardo; it is this benefit that has spurred globalization.

Unlbrtunately, the henelit to narrower interests of resisting reductions in both tariff and non—

tariff barriers to imports, also known as “rent seeking,” boasts an equally long history.

Especially since the end of World War II, countries have made significant progress in reducing

tariff harriers; however non-tariff harriers continue to pose an impediment. Both political and

economic efficiency reasons explain the differential rate of progress. A tariff is a tax, and voters

do not normally vote to raise taxes. l-Iowever, the cost to the public of non—tariff barriers is not

as transparent, so those more concerned with their parochial interests can use the public’s

ignorance to their advantage.

Unlike with tariffs, a non—tariff barrier arising from a regulatory measure may sometimes

be in the “public interest,” meaning that the benefits to the public exceed the costs to the public.

This might be the case if the measure corrects a significant market failure, such as unequal

information between parties to transactions or externalities imposed on third parties.’°

Moreover, because of differences in situations and needs among countries, regulations designed

to maximize economic efliciency and net benefits are likely to diverge as long as a purely

domestic perspective is used. A benett-cost analysis performed on the same regulation in two

different economies may produce varying results since social benefits (measured generally by

willingness-to-pay) and social costs (generally measured by the opportunity costs of the capital,

labor, and natural resources used for compliance) often fluctuate depending upon a variety ol

fhctors. Nonetheless, economies with similar per capita incomes and values, such as the U.S.

and the EU, should produce more similar results and should possess more comparable regulatory

regimes.

Even when an international perspective is used so that, among other concerns,

compliance costs of conforming to more than one standard are Iitctored in, economically eflicient

10 The third type of market failure. “market po’er.” is not likely to be corrected by a NF13 since its solution is to
allow entry and promote competition. Indeed OMB’s Circular A—4. “Regulators Analy sis” guidance on market

flulure states that: “Uo ernment action can he a source of market power. such as when regulatory actions exclude
low-cost imports [p. 4.1 http://w w . hitehouse.go /sites/deIhu1t/1iles/omh/assets/regulator matters pdf/a_4.pdf:.



regulations may still legitimately dii Icr between countries. In international trade parlance, this

situation is commonly reli.rrecl to as “necessary” or “justifiable” regulatory divergence. But it is

also true that particular interests often use this possibility to their advantage by arguing that a

specific regulatory measure directly bemieficial to them is in the public interest, while also allying

with those advocating a legitimate public interest. Debate about whether a divergent regulation

is mnnecessary’ or not can he endless and extremely political. Negotiations can also drag on

even when (lie original reason lbr the divergence, legitimate or not, no longer exists.

Talk among the regulators of trading partners on specilic non—tariff barriers is not

generally aimed at determining whether elimination ofa non—tariff barrier is economically

efficient from a combined trading-partner perspective. Indeed, experts on domestic regulation

have observed that regulators are motivated by a complex set of factors, including their agencies’

missions and their own interests, as well as the public’s broader welfare. In this sense, one

should “never uiiclerestimate the power of inertia.”12 So even when agency missions and

mandates across the Atlantic match, as recent studies indicate, IS a nudge from the center may be

necessary.
14

In the specific case of the U.S. and the EU, as noted above, the cost of unnecessary

regulatory divergences is substantial. According to ECORYS, eliminating all non—tariff barriers

could increase transatlantic GDP as much as 2.5% to 3%, if higher compliance costs and the

economic rents resulting from lessened competition are both counted. The ECORYS study is

rigorous, detailed and carefully qualified, combining sophisticated economic modeling and

extensive trade and investment data with survey results from government, industry and academic

experts. This method allows ECORYS to present several more likely estimates that distinguish

between the short and long term (ten years), partial and general equilibrium, sector and

This is sometimes termed the l3ootleggers and Baptist theor of regulation after Bruce Yandle pointed out that
these two groups were allied in their opposition of easing alcohol restrictions during prohibition See i3ootleggers
and Baptists: the Education ol a Regulators lconomist. Regulation 7 (1983).

2 Richard II. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein, Vuds.,, Iniproving l)eei.s’ionx about health. II eu/tb. and h1a1pine.ss,
Penouin (2009) p.8.

See for example ihe Rca/i/v o/l’rcccnhtu)n: ( !npurinç’ I/isA Regulation in the (. ni/ed Stith’.s and inraju
Edited B Jonathan B. \Viener. Michael I). Rogers. James K. lIammitt and Peter 11. Sand. REF Press (December
2010).

This as the conclusion of John Graham. Administrator of Dl RA from 2001 to 2006. in Sa ing l.i’. es through
Administrati e Lass and Economics. (,niveiwiiv of Penn.s i/van/u law Revieii . V 157. 2 (December 2006). p540.
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interaction impacts, and social and transir costs (economic rents).’ Using the more realistic

scenarios, the gain to transatlantic GDP varies between •08% and 0.5%; nonetheless, even the

low estimates are in the tens of billions oF dollars per year and ol’ course are ongoing unless

reversed by later policy choices. 6

b. U.S. and EU Regulatory Compatibility

I lowever cliflèrent U.S. and EU regulations may be, with increasing convergence and

interconnection between the two sides of the Atlantic, moving beyond national interest to an

even broader trading-partnership perspective is a logical step. The EU and U.S. are each others’

largest trading and investment partners and their trade combined internationally accounts for

0 7 —40/o ol world trade. Perhaps more signihcantly, U.S. and EU companies have each invested

well over €1 trillion on “the other side of the pond,” so that they are major employers in each

other’s jurisdiction; indeed, nearly 40% of bilateral U.S.-EU trade occurs within the same firm.

They also share many o7the same cultural, social, legal and political traditions. The U.S. and

EU members (when weighted by population) have about the same percentile ranking (90%) on

the World Bank’s Regulatory Quality world governance indicator,’8and the millions of

Europeans and Americans visiting each other’s attractions show little concern for the safety of

the cars they rent, the products they buy or the food they eat.

A recent Resources for the Future study analyzed a dozen detailed case studies of a wide

array of U.S. and European measures to regulate risks to health, sa1ty, environment, and

security, and concluded that:

The authors rebut the rhetoric’ ofdiveiççence or reversal in European and American
approaches to risk regulation, and show that the reality hcis been general parity,
combined with ihe selective application ofprecaution to particular risks on both sides of

I3CORYS Nederland By. Non-Tariff Measures in FIJ-U.S. Trade (December 2009). For 23 sectors. ECORYS
first estimates the tariff equivalence cost of N] Bs and then determines the percentage ofNTI3s are “actionable.” It
estimates that on average about 50% of the cost ol’NTI3s could be eliminated in ten years through transatlantic
regulatory dialogues and cooperation assuming the political ill exists. The estimates are based on business sun e
results and expert opinion by sectors hich are plugged into a “gras ity” model of trade and investment flows. For
the longer run dynamic interactions that take into account expanded trade and in’estment flows, these secioral data
are plugged into computable general equilibrium (CGl) model of’ world economies.
l( FCORYS table I. FCORYS also points out that a 2005 OFCD study estimated potential gains in GDP of betw een
3.0% and 3.5%.

http://www.eurunion.org/eu/El i—I ).S.—Relations/Eti—IJ.S.—l’acts—Figures.html.
http://in fo.w orldhank.org/governance/wgi/mc chart.asp.
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1/ic’ /11/an/Ic’, as’ we’ll as a c’onsli’uc’/ivc’ exchange’ 0/poller ideas towai’d ‘‘belle,’
l’egu/alion.

“°

Clearly there are Strong indications that at least sevei’al “compatible regulatoi’y regimes”

exist across the Atlantic. Yet our i’egulatory agencies ai’e currently i’equired by our domestic

laws to scrutinize products and services emanating From the other side as though they were as

high—risk as any other import, This undermines the efl’ectiveness ol our regulators, Forcing them

to use theii’ limited enlbrcement resources to olice low—risk hut very high volume transatlantic

sources o7 supply when iml)orts From other less—well—i’egulated jurisdictions are rapidly rising.20

As dedicated as our respective i’egulatory agencies are, legally requiring them to

indiscriminately police hundreds of billions oF dollars and euros of imports from a similarly—

regulated jurisdiction places them in a “no—win” situation, This situation could be changed,

however, by creating a process that would allow our regulators to seek legislative authority to

recognize their transatlantic counterparts as possessing a “compatible regulatory regime.”

Such a process21 would build on — and build up cooperation between paired

transatlantic i’egulatory agencies, ftcusing initially on product safety, where the outcomes our

regulators seek appeal’ nearly identical. The first step would be to study whether these outcomes

are in [‘act similar, to then seek public comment on those studies, and finally to determine

whether we have compatible regulatory regimes. liso, i’egulators would ask their legislators for

the ability to generally accept the product safety determinations of their transatlantic counterpart.

while retaining the right to suspend this recognition for individual products where they have

reason to believe a problem may exist. Such a determination would initiate consultations with

their regulatory counterpart, who would clearly be interested in any evidence that their product

safety ruling might be incorrect.

Promotion for I/n’ Roa/iiv of I’i’’’ni/ion: (‘onipw’ing Ri.s’Ic I?c’,’,’oluiion in ih’ I ni/od itao’.s and I.oropi’
Edited I Jonathan 13. Wiener, Michael I). Rogers. James K. I lammitt and Peter H. Sand RI”E Press (December
2010).

There is significant potential for budgetar sas ings for more ellicient rulemaking, inspection, and enforcement
based on U.S. data alone. In 2010, $43.7 billion and 233,610 l’fEs were dedicated to health, safot en’, ironmental
and securit regulation. Another $8.2 billion was spent h5 the U.S. ftderal gos ernment on econonuc and financial
regulation .S’i’c Susan Dudle3 and Melinda Warren. Rt’gu/a!oi’ s fludgc’i I?oioui. Ma’5 11. 2011.
http:/Is ss w.regulatory studies.gwu.edu/images/pcll’/20 12 regulators budget.pdf
2! soc Annex A for a more detailed break-dow n of the process.
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2. Building on the RIA Model to Transatlantic Regulatory Cooperation: TARIA

In LISC an evidenced—based approach to determine which EU—U.S. regulatory regimes are

sufliciently compatible For lull mutual recognition, we should build on the existing EU and U.S.

regulatory review programs, and move one level higher in regulatory impact assessment.

coordination and quality control. This paper proposes a ‘frans—Atlantic Regulatory Impact

Analysis” (‘[ARIA) program for this purpose. TARIA would (I) require transparent, open, and

evidenced-based prospective and retrospective analysis of regulations from a transatlantic

perspective as well as (2) assure participation and follow-up by the regulators and the regulatory

oversight bodies of both specific regulations and regulatory sectors, in order to determine the

compatibility of regulatory regimes.

The Transatlantic Regulatory Impact Analysis would almost certainly produce significant

heneflts that exceed the costs of the additional analysis. Both the EU and the U.S. have recently

reevaluated and moved to reaffirm and strengthen their domestic RIA programs. The essence of

the program is to ask agencies “to look before they leap,” and after they have leapt to see where

they have landed. This approach force agencies to answer with multiple complex questions,

including: why lake the leap at all? Does a significant market Iltilure or some other compelling

public need require action? 1 lave costs and benefits of the proposal and its reasonable

alternatives been estimated? Do the benefits of’ the intended regulation (including hard—to—

quantify social values) justify its costs? The EU For over ten years and the U.S. for over 30 have

made steady progress in developing transparent and evidence-based regulatory review

mechanisms to coordinate and improve the quality of regulations but they have done so primarily

using a domestic perspective; ‘lARIA expands this into the international arena.

The TARIA approach aims to further build the trust and confidence required from

regulators, while also guiding them toward priorities and solutions. The essence ol the TARIA

process is to augment agency RIAs by including a section evaluating differences in comparable

product safety regulatory decisions on the other side of the Atlantic. where regulatory

22 In benefit—cost analysis this issue is known as determining ho has “standing.”
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cooperation is strongest.23 Fhese analyses would be used to establish a database that would fhrHl

the basis for determining compatible regulatory regimes.

Once agencies and services prepare and submit impact analyses with a transatlantic

perspective to 0MB and the EU Impact Assessment Board as part of’ their reviews under EQ

13563 and the EU Better Regulation program, the growing database of’ impacts by regulatory

programs can he used to select “compatible regulatory regimes” and to establish roadmaps with

clear objectives and fixed timetables for implementing full Mutual Recognition Agreements.

The TARIA approach should also focus on specific regulatory regimes and sectors and will

combine prospective and retrospective analysis. Sectors that are good candidates for pilot

programs include automotives, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals.

0MB and the EC also need to move forward to issue and enforce agency guidance on

estimating the lull international costs and benefits of regulations, rather than just the domestic

consequences. Single mission agencies such as OSIIA or functional Commission Directorates

General understandably do not routinely consider the broader inWacts on the economy of their

own regulations. Thai is the concern of the President and his White I-louse advisors and of the

European Commission’s Secretariat General. 0MB, OIRA, and the USTR were established to

take into account and to represent the broader national and international interests. They are

located in the Executive Office for the President, the only elected official who represents all the

people, for that purpose. The lAl) was also established in the Secretariat-General ofthe

Commission, in turn part of the Ollice of the President of the Commission, to reflect broader

Commission interests than that of’ the individual service or Directorates-General proposing the

regulatory policy.24 The common purpose of these two offices in overseeing better regulation in

their respective jurisdictions makes them natural partners in bringing greater international

efficiency between our regulators as well. Indeed the success of their efforts to improve

regulation using shared methods and principles of better regulation should itself move regulatory

regimes overtime toward greater compatibility.

It is preciseh because U.S.—F( I regulator) cooperation has progressed so fir o’. er the past ears that we
recommend this process locus initially on transatlantic collaboration, although it can — and should - he e\tended to

other regulators as appropriate.
24 I:or a histoR and comparison ol OlRi\ and the lAB ‘‘ Jonathan 13. Weiner and Alberto Alernanno, “Comparing

ReoLllatorv Oversieht Bodies across the Atlantic: The Ol’liee ot’ Information and Reoulator) Afliirs in the U.S. and
the Impact Assessment Board in the lit,’ (2010) in Susan Rose—Ackerman & Peter Lindseth. eds.. (unI/klra/iv’

(dnhinIslraliv’ Low (Ld\\ ard Elgar).
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a. Ciiidin Principles for Analysis

‘FARIA guidance should be consistent with the new regulatory programs recently

announced by the U.S. and the lC’ and should build on the live common core regulatory

principles set lhrth at the December 1 6, 201 0 TIX’ meeting in Washington:

(I) Transparency and openiless, allowing participation by stakeholders and the public;

(2) Consideration of costs and benefIts:

(3) Careful analysis of alternatives, including those more and less stringent;

(4) Selection of the least burdensome approach; and

(5) Use of flexible tools, promoting freedom of choice and free markets.

The TARIA should he performed on economically significant regulations2by the

agencies and services as a component of the RIA, and submitted to 0MB in the U.S. and the

Impact Assessment Board in the EU as part of the existing coordination and quality control

process. It should have a stand-alone summary section focused equally on costs and benefits. In

keeping with the first core principle, the TARIA should be transparent and open to coniinent and

consideration from the transatlantic partner governments, public and stakeholders. Dedicated

TARIA websites should be established on both sides of the Atlantic to promote openness on a

transatlantic scale. The TARIA is not confined to specific regulation, but should include a broad

overview by regulatory regime and sector.

The second principle requires consideration of all costs and benefits, which the TARIA

would extend to benefits and costs impacting both sides of the Atlantic. Among other things,

this would necessarily entail discussions among the regulatory agencies on specific decisions

made or considered by their counterparts on similar product saftty issues. TARLA would Iuirther

the third principle by carefully analyzing a scenario olno divergence. Principle (4), selection of

the least burdensome approach to achieve a given objective, would now include consideration of

an alternative with minimum divergnce, such as MRAs. Principle (5), use of flexible tools,

would be informed by the TARIA, in comparison to the basic RIA providing domestic

considerations. Expansion of markets generally improves the cost—ellectiveness of using flexible

An “economicalh sienificant reculatory action is delined in the U.S. by E\ecutive Order I 2566 Section 3(fl( 1)
as that which has Thu annual effect on the econom’, of $100 million or more or ad ersel) affect in a material a the
econom. a sector of the econoni) producti itv. competition. jobs. the environment, public health or safet. or
State. local, or tribal go ernments or cominunities. l’hc Iuropean Commission does not set a specitic threshold for
economically sienificant impact assessments. hut instead establishes a consultative process to determine hat is

coered and what proportionate” level of effort should be devoted to it.
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tools such as market incentives, performance standards and information policies. The increased
competition resulting 1mm market openness, combined with the added elasticity to comply with
protective regulations, both drives and permits firms to reduce costs and/or produce higher
quality and safer products.

b. Content ofTARIAs

TARIA guidance should ask agencies to answer specific questions based on a default
assumption of no regulatory divergence between the actions proposed by the EC and the U.S.
The analysis needs to show why regulatory divergcnce would be in the combined public interest
of the transatlantic partnership. TARIA, like the U.S. RIA process, should be about prospective
economic efficiency impacts (“maximizing net benefits”), not a rationalization ofa political
decision already made. Decisions will ultimately be finalized on political grounds, as they
should be in democratic societies like the U.S. and l3U? but they should be made transparently.
with fall information regarding the transatlantic welfare implications. In this manner, even if the
instant regulatory action is not impacted by the analysis, a long-run case may be made to the
public and legislatures that may lead to future regulatory improvements.

Thc fbllowing ten questions should be answered for regulations flagged far their
international impacts and for retrospective analyses by sectors/regulatory regimes:

I. What is the market failure or compelling national need that requires a divergent
regulation?

2. Does a statute or other legal impediment prevent an administrative mutual
recognition agreement that would permit thc reduction ofthe divergent
regulation?

3. What are the costs/savings to the private sector (ifany) ofcomplying with a single
set of regulations eompared to the costs ofcomplying with two or more sets of
divergent regulations?

“Indeed, this is explicitly stated b> European Commission as follomw “Impact asswzcsnwnl Ivan aid lv political
dkvScion-making not a subsilnacfor ii. The impact assessment inibrms the political decision-makea of the likely
impacts of proposed measures to tackle an identified problem. but leaves It to them to decide Wand how to proccaL
(emphasis added). httpilec.europaeulgoveniancelbetter reguladonfimpact en.htm.
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4. What are the budgetary savings to the two regulatory authorities of developing,

inspecting, and enforcing two sets of regulations compared to one’?

5. I low much is transatlantic trade likely to increase as a result ol’the lower

transaction costs from the elimination of the divergent rules’?

6. I low much would estimated benefits increase ii regulatory spillover benefits to

the transatlantic partner are included in the benefit estimates’?

7. Would there be a change in the regulatory alternative recommended if the net—

benefits are increased relative to the baseline of divergent regulations?

8. What are the quantitative and qualitative benefits of a transatlantic regulatory

alternative compared to the domestic—oriented regulation?

9. Taking into account the factors above, do the benefits of divergent regulations

compared to the costs justify two separate regulatory regimes?

10. If legal, political, or pragmatic factors currently compel divergent regulations, are

there reasons to believe that these regulatory regimes are compatible and that

pursuit ofa long run strategy to overcome the identified obstacles should be

bilaterally pursued?

This analysis is aimed at moving toward smarter transatlantic regulation, which could

lead to either more regulatory benefits (greater protections) and/or less burdensome regulation.

Reductions in divergences should decrease costs to consumers, as lessened compliance costs and

increased competition result in lower prices and budgetary savings for the agencies and services.

In addition, consumers could benefit from greater protections newly “justified” by including

transatlantic-wide benefits in the analysis.

c. Database and Decision Making

TARIAs should be tracked by annual reporting of the results of the OIRA and lAl3

analyses at the 1-ILRCFs, and a joint report modeled after the joint 0MB IC report on guidance

should be published. For 0MB this could be published in a chapter on TARIA results, along

with the results of other international cooperative efforts, in its annual report to Congress on the

Cost and Benefits of Federal Regulations. 0MB publishes this report first for comment and then

in final form. The 0MB report is also required by statute to suggest improvements and

modifications in specific regulations and the rulemaking process. A section should report on the

13



analyses ol trade impacts as a database, as well as the progress on the sector negotiations

proposed below as pilots. Recommendations to the legislative branch can he made by (lie

regulatory regime lbr (lie sectors determined to be mutually “compatible.”

3. Building the Foundation for a Successful Implementation of TARIA

In the past 15 years, contacts between U.S. and EU regulators have signiflcantly

expanded. increasing trust and collaboration among counterpart agencies. As one example, the

Food and Drug Administration, which once strongly resisted having “trade concerns” injected

into its work through transatlantic regulatory cooperation, now has dozens of contacts each week

with its EU counterparts (the European Medicines Agency (EMEA) and the European Food

Safety Authority (EFSA)), in addition to stationing attaches in Europe to facilitate these

exchanges.

This increased collaboration suggests that the trust and conlidence needed to encourage

U.S. and EU regulators to generally work toward compatible regulatory outcomes, even where

their procedures may differ, is growing. Rut it is not there yet. Recently Ambassador Sapiro,

put it this way:

Historically, NTBs have proven to be thorny issues. Many ofthem are rooted in
dfiirences in the way we regulate our economies di/ji’rences that are not easily narrowed
around the negotiating table. We ye had sonic successes in achieving greater regulatory
compatibility in spec j/lc sectors, hut it is painstaking and slow work. We have learned that it can
be especially dfJIcult to align our approaches more closely a/icr we have both already adopted
our own regulations.

We have also learned that regulatory cooperation is not something that regulators can do
by themselves. Success requires input /ro,n private sec/or stakehold’rs and economic policy
officials on priorities and proposed solutions.”27

a. Regulatory Cooperation and Early Steps toward TARIA

Starting in 2005. 0MB and the Secretary General of the EC have worked cooperatively

to make their RIA procedures and guidance more consistent and incorporate international trade

27 Ambassador Mirim, Sapiro. U.S. Deputy Trade Representa[i’e. Remarks heflre the luTopean I>olic Centre.
Brussels. l’ebrLlar\ 10. 2011.
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impacts into their requirements.28 In May oC2008.2 they published a joint report comparing

guidance and stating:

As explicit bai’iiers, such as iarijfi, to international trade lull, in an increasing’ global
marketplace, domes/ic policies are more likely to affect trading partners. Because of/his, 0MB
and I/ic Iuropean (‘ominission are considering whether our respective regulatoiy analysis

approaches should be modified to belier incorporate international trade impacts into the
analysis of regulation. An evaluation oft/ic ejjèci of regulation on trade may help to ensure that
regulatory policy does not become a tool/br establishing unnecessary barriers to trade.

I lowever progress has been uneven. In OMB’s 2008 Bra/I Report to Congress on the

Costs and Benefits ofFederal Regulations, it proposed to provide guidance to the agencies on

how to incorporate trade impacts into their analysis of regulations and asked br public

comments. Also in 2008 0MB added an “international flag” to the (inifleclAgenda and

Regulatory Plan.3° This established a potential mechanism that agencies, 0MB and the public

could use to monitor and review whether international impacts, particularly for economically

significant rules, were being adequately addressed. °

In its reporting to the December 2008 TEC meeting, the I-I LRCF pointed out that, with

respect to international impact guidance:

For the US., the report concluded that regulatory agencies face both statutory cind
executive ohliçations to take international trade impacts into account when developing
regulatory proposals. Specflcali) 0MB guidance slates that Concerns 1/ia! new U.S.
rules could act as non—tariff barriers to imported goods should be evaluated car’fidlv.
(0MB Circular A--I, p. 6) The Report also recommended that guidance should be
provided on the type ofanalys is needed to provide decision makers with infbrmation on
international trade and investment impacts. .‘2

b. Taking the Next Step toward TARIA

2X
Annex C presents a comparison of the t 0 sets of requirements 11w trade impacts.

2) In full disclosure hilc at 0MB. I worLed on these negotiations and the report ..Sci
http:/I hitehousc.gov/sites/defiiult!liIes/omb/assets/reguIator matters _pdt/sg—omh finaI.pdf

These semi—annual (. lgru/u) and annual (l’luo) U.S. Go crnment publications pros ide uniform reporting of data
on reuula1or and dercoulator actions under development throughout the Lederal (iO\ ernment. co ering n’. er 60
departments. agencies. and commissions
http://ww .whitchousc.go/sites/default/files/omh/oira/irc/[Il RCE%20Summar %20Report%200ctoher%202008.
pd

As of April I. 2011. 32 “economically significant” regulations revieed by OIRA out of 136 had been flagged as
ha ing an international impact. Also on that date. OIRA listed six regulations as under i’evie

Direct quote from U.S—LI.! I ugh—I eel Regulatory Cooperation lorLim Report to the Trans—Atlantic Economic
Council on the EiiIh Meeting of the Forum I leld October15. 2008. Washington DC.
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On May 19, 2011, Deputy USTR Miriam Sapiro and Administrator oIOIRA Cass

Sunstein issued a joint Memorandum on I xport and Trade Promotion, Public Participation, and

Rulemaking.33 The purpose of the Memorandum was to draw agencies’ attention to several

existing obligations, such as the Regulatory Impact Analysis, the openness requirements of

Executive Order 13563 and the Trade Act of 1979 requirement that prohibits agencies from

engaging in “any standard-related activity that creates unnecessary obstacles to the foreign

commerce of the United States.” The Memorandum also encourages agencies to coordinate and

share information on regulatory activities with other governments, and to set regulatory

schedules to allow for sufficient time to consider the regulatory approaches of other countries.

The Memorandum points out that good regulatory practices, such as consideration of

both costs and benefits based on the best available scientific and technical information, should

promote U.S. exports and trade by reducing unnecessary regulatory divergences, lead to

reductions in regulatory costs and improve the quality of foreign health, safety and

environmental measures. Note that the Memorandum still reflects a domestic perspective.

Although 0MB has recently issued a checklist and Q&As lr agencies on how to

complete Regulatory Impact Analysis, it has not issued further agency guidance on how to take

into account international impacts in a RIA since the issuance of Circular A—4 in 2003. The

European Impact guidance described in Annex D, even though modified in 2009, still stresses

domestic competitiveness concerns over a more transatlantic perspective.

The TARIA approach may also meet concerns expressed by advocates of greater

regulatory protections that the “excessive” trade concerns apparently inherent in regulatory

cooperation efibris might Lindernilne such protections. For example, the Trans-Atlantic

Consumer Dialogue expressed caution about the need for and costs of the OMB/EC proposal lbr

updating regulatory guidance on international impacts to take into account certain regulations’

S’’ .w hitehouse.gov/sites/delault/Iiles/omh/memoranda/20 Il/rn I I —23.pdf
l’he two I ILRCFs held in 2010 did not mention an future steps. or the status i1 its reflections on international

impact analy sis guidance.
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impacts on trade and investment, saying that SO doing would only add to the cost side of a cost—

benefit analysis, thereby undermining any Protections.

i’o the extent that these comments are reflective of the view that consideration of costs

and benefits by the agencies, and coordination and quality control from the center of’

government, is not in the public interest because the agencies and services know best, the

lARIA proposal will continue to meet resistance from certain interests at least until the program

establishes a record of maintaining and improving public protection and environmental benefits.

It may also not sway concerns of interests that are philosophically opposed to any regulation

because the transatlantic benefits analyses will likely increase benefit estimates.36 The

philosophical debate, however, appears to have been recently settled for now by the U.S.

President and the European Commission with separate announcements of “smart” regulatory

programs that emphasize benefit—cost analysis, coordination and quality control.

c. Utilizing TARIA for Retrospective Reviews

The EC and U.S. have both recently made expost or retrospective analysis a key part of

their reform efforts and in hict announced this at the l—ILRCF in Washington, D.C. in December,

2010. These retrospective analyses should include international impacts of the measures being

reviewed. Where there is an international inipact, the TARIA approach outlined above could he

used, and agencies and 0MB should integrate these considerations into their review and any

modifications to the regulations. This will also add to the data set and aid future efforts to

determine compatible regulatory regimes and MRAs. In addition, some of the retrospective

analyses chosen should be focused on regulatory regimes and sectors where there is evidence

that they are compatible across the Atlantic. In a May 26, 2011 report about the initial results of’

the U.S. retrospective reviews, Administrator Sunstein highlighted an Occupational Safi.ty and

I—Iealth Administration rule about to be finalized that would harmonize U.S. hazard

classifications and labels with the Globally I larmonized System agreed to at the UN in 2002. It

S comments of [AC!) on the draft report from the OMB/FC High Le’.el Regulaior Forum on regulatory
impact assessment ( 1A) and the anal sis of impacts on international trade and in’. estment.

It shoLLid be noted that the U.S. FPA. DOT, and DOF have recentl issued regulations that include orldv. ide
henelit estimates ofa reduction in CO emissions based on a US Working (iroup’s estimates. ,Sec Interagency
Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon. 2010. SoIa/ ( osi of ( irhon for RL’gulalorv Im/Icici lna/iwis voile,’

Lvitiiiivi O,dcr l2f’. United States Government.
http://’.’.’.v’.v2.cerc.energ .gov/bui!dings/applianee standards/commercial/pdfs/scm linalrule app

cndi\ I 5a.pdi.
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is expected to save employers $585 million in costs per year as well as to provide safer
38workplaces.

d. Explaining the Lack of Success of MRA Efforts in the last

The U.S. anti EU have been engaged in regulatory cooperation el’Ihrts to reduce possible

non—tarifl’barriers arising from unnecessary regulatory divergences at least since the adoption of
39 . .the Transatlantic Declaration in 1990. Dialogues with the goals of reducing non-tariff harriers

have continued with varying levels of’ alacrity and with different structures, frameworks and

roadmaps since that time.4° A review of the official statements from U.S—EU summits and high

level meetings shows progress in exchanging information, but binding agreements have

generally been indefinitely postponed.4’ Since progress is more likely with high level political

attention, the two transitions in Administrations since the I 990s, especially on the U.S. side,

appear to have slowed down transatlantic progress while the new Administration confirmed new

officials and determined its priorities. Cycles in information exchanges on regulatory processes

and principles, with some limited progress on regulatory agreements, appear to mirror

transitional cycles. Recent activity indicates we may he in an upward swing. 1-lowever, a review

of past efforts indicates that an upward swing may not be enough to achieve meaningiuil MRAs.

A new approach more rigorously led by central oversight units is called for. Annex C describes

the slow progress of past efforts.

Scc’ speech of Cass Sunstein prepared for delivery at AftI in Washington May 26. 2011.
hitp://ww
regulation—052620 II .pdf. OSFIA first placed this rulemaking on its regulatory agenda in 2005. The original I 983
OSI IA Hazard Communication rule’s preamble promised that the agencs would work to ard international
harmonization in the future,

The Declaration states on Iconomic Cooperation: “Both sides recognize the importance of strengthening the
multilateral trading sstem. They ill support further steps towards liberalization, transparency. and the
implementation of GATT and 0ECI) principles concerning both trade in goods and ser ices and inestment.
They will further de elop their dialogue. which is ilreily under way. on oilier matters such as technical and non—
tariff harriers to industrial and agricultural trade, services, competition policy. transportation polic. standards.
telecommunications. high technology and other rele ant areas.”
40 In full disclosure, as an 0MB rcgulaiory ollicial this period until 2008. I participated in numerous meetings on
regulatory cooperation on both sides of the Atlantic and 4ith numerous stakcholdcrs.

By my count there ha e been se en irameworks. all usually with “transatlantic” in the name: Transatlantic
Declaration, 1990: New Transatlantic Agenda. 1995: Iransatlantic Partnership. 1998: (iuidelines for Regulator
Cooperation and Transparency. 2003: Roadmap for ltJ—U.S. Cooperation and Iransparency , 2004: Frame ork for
Advancing Transatlantic Economic Integration. 2005 and Transatlantic Economic Council (ilC). 2007. There were
iie FUC meetings bctw cen 2007 and 2010 with two in 2008: one before and one after the U.S. election.
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4. A Way Forward

a. Considerations in Choosing lilot Sectors

Although the case iar striving toward compatible regulatory regimes, including through

implementing a conlpreheHsive ‘[ARIA program, is strong, the more prudent approach is to pilot

a limited program in regulatory regimes (composed of sectors and their regulatory agencies)

where the payoll is likely to he the most rewarding.42 PayolTh should be the higher because of

the greater the potential for:

I. Cost savings from reducing non—tariff barriers, which depend on the degree of

economically ineflicient divergence in regulatory regimes and the compliance

cost savings due to scale economies.

2. Cost savings to the regulators from economies of scale and duplication of effort

in research, standards development, inspection, and enforcement.

3. Additional regulatory benelts from safer products, which are made possible by

more efficient and cost-effective regulatory compliance by firms and

administration by regulators.

4. The potential to reduce divergences and align the regulatory regime, which

depends on the interplay between the public interest, iiarrow interests, and the

administrative process governing the regulatory regime.43 The theory of the

TARIA is to determine what the public interest is, make it transparent, and hold

the agencies accountable by changing the administrative process.

5. Increases in transatlantic trade and investment for the sector or regulatory

regime, as well as positive impacts on overall global trade and investment.

12 In the AEI speech cited above. Su stein states that one of the lessons learned about regulation is: “We know that
intuitions and anecdotes are both unreliable, and that advance testing of the effects ot rules, as through pilot
prouranis or randomized controlled experiments, can be highly illuminating.”

S’’e Steven P. Croley, Regulation and Public Interest: the Possibility ot’Good Regulatory Goernment, (Princeton
Jniversilv Press: Princeton and Oxford. 2008) flr a thorough discussion of the competing theories of regulation.

Crolev argues that to fulh understand regulators outcomes, more than the public interest and public choice
explanations of regulation is needed. More important are the rules governing agency decision—making. or what he
calls the administrative process theory of regulation. Croley ‘s thesis is that administratie rulemaking is more likel
to he in the public interest than regulatory legislation. because it is more responsi e to the President and the
Judiciar.
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Ihe ECORYS slucly provides a comprehensive set oldata and estimates oCthe cost

savings from reductions in “actionable” non—tan Cl’ measures (NTMs) lbr 23 sectors in the EU and

U.S. and thus is a good attempt at taking into account factors 1, 4 and 5. For each sector, the

study uses estimates based on business surveys o C the percentage cost increase that non—tan IT

barriers add Ibr trade horn the EU to the U.S. and from the U.S. to the EU, percentage estimates

olihe possible reductions that serious negotiations could produce over ten years, and the size of

the markets and expected growth in trade and investment that should result to estimate the total

gains ii’ each sector separately reduced divergences. The study finds that 75% of total potential

benefit (combined cost reductions for the EU and U.S. by reducing divergence and partially

aligning regulatory regimes) are in Ibur sectors: motor vehicles (3 1 %); chemicals, cosmetics, and

pharmaceuticals (19%); food and beverages (14%) and electrical machinery (11 %)•t4

To account for factor 2 above, a notion ol the budget efliciency gains may he derived by

using Dudley and Warren’s Regulator’s BudgeI 1?eport, which is published each year and

provides data on fiscal expenditures by regulatory regime.4 There is signilicant potential for

budgetary savings lbr more efficient rulemaking, inspection, and enforcement based on U.S. data

alone. They estimate that in 2010 $43.7 billion and 233,610 full fideral workers were dedicated

to health, salèty, environmental and security regulation.

The 2011 0MB Report to Congress on benefit estimates by program over (he last len

years can be used to account for lhctor 4 above by showing the potential health. sality and

environmental benefits that can result from better transatlantic regulation. According to this

data, 89% oF the benefits of 106 major regulations that had reasonably complete cost and benefit

analyses were produced by 59 regulations from the six primary regulators for these sectors:

EPA’s AIR office, the DOT’s National I lighway Traflic Safety Administration (NI ITSA).

I IllS’s Food and Drug Administration, DOE’s lnergy Efficiency and Renewable Energy ollice.

the EPA’s Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, and the l)OL’s Occupational

These estimates are based on the ambitious NIM reduction scenario that does not take into account long run
d namic interactions. The total elfare is $66 billion concrtinu the euro estimates at the $1 .4 April 2011
exchange rate lCORYS Nederland H.V. Non—Tariff Measures in l1.J—tJ.X. Irade (December 2009).

.SLe Susan Dudley and Melinda Warren. Rciiilutoi Thiacci Rcu’ri. Ma I I. 2011.
http:// v’’. .reeulatorvstudies.gvu.edu/images/pdl720 12 regulators hudgetpdf
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Safety and I lealih Administration.46 This suggests that in addition to the high potential cost

savings in the I C’ studys identi lied sectors and regulatory regimes, there is sign i licant potential

for health, saiCty, energy, and environmental benefits from the better, shared, and broader

analysis of a TARIA program overseen by 0MB and the lAB. The [‘act that these agencies

already possess the capability to do quality analysis of’ benelits and costs, as shown by making

the 0MB list, also bodes well lhr the success of the TARIA program, as long as there is political

will at the 101].

b. lroduct Safety through Irecautionary Regulation

The potential net benefits identified From a combined top—down and bottom—up

transatlantic regulatory cooperation program are obviously significant. That said, it is prudent to

proceed by piloting the TARIA program on compatible regulatory regimes in a lCw sectors over

a three year period with a sunset provision and retrospective evaluation built—in at the end. This

review suggests that regulatory regimes that produce high benefits and costs, and oiler the

potential [‘or significant cost savings aiid public benefit increases in the Future, are likely to be the

most successful. Evidence indicates that regulatory regimes and sectors that have the potential to

provide the highest level oF benefits and cost savings are likely to be regulatory regimes in the

product safety area. Moreover, there is strong evidence that U.S. and EU product safety

regulation is likely to be deemed “compatible”.

The U.S. and the EU enjoy comparable income levels, economics, values and customs,

and have similar public health and safety goals. Indeed, the recent work by RIF’ researchers

found that the U.S. and EU generally demand, and their regulators supply, similar levels of

regulatory precaution.47 This finding counters the perception by some observers, who may have

been overly influenced by the availability ola li.w highly publicized dillerences in risk

perceptions,48that the U.S. and EU have fundamentally different regulatory regimes and product

Most of these benefits were produced by the tine particulate matter regulations by IiPA’s Air office a point
emphasied b the 0MB report. 0MB also emphasizes the uncertaint3 ol the benefit estimates used br tine pm
regulation and in particular. “( I) the uncerlaint3 in the reduction of premature deaths associated with reduction in
particulate matter incl (2) the uncertaint) in the inonetan alue of reducing mortal it\ risk.” (0MB 2011 Report
p.15-16).

Sic Weiner (2010). op. cit.
In beha ioral economics this is known as the “a ailabilit) heuristic” People tend to worr inure about risks that

ha e recently been in the news. Si’L Richard II. l’haler and Cass R. SLinstein. \ iu’, Improving I)i’ci,ion, ahoni
lIcaith. 11 a/ih, and IIcq j inccs. Peng u in (2009).
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salëty demands. Ihe evidence is to the contrary; there are particular differences in products due

to regulatory divergence hut no systemic diflrence in riskiness.

Weiner concludes based on 20 case studies and 3,000 observations of risk—reducing

regulatory decisions in the U.S. and EU that overall risk stringency is about the same, with

several of the case studies showing divergence explained by protectionism and local rent

seeking.’49

Since oversight from the top is likely to be essential for success, regulatory regimes

successfully overseen by the coordination procedures and quality control programs of 0MB and

the lAB are strong candidates. These sectors are motor vehicles, chemicals, and

pharmaceuticals. In the U.S., the primary regulators are NI—ITSA, EPA, and FDA and in the EU,

the key regulators are Directorates General Enterprise, Environment and Consumer Safety,

European Chemicals Agency, European Medicines Agency and European Food Saftty Agency.

These agencies have strong public interest motivations, are experienced in analyzing the costs

and benefits of their regulations, and have a history of working with OIRA and fellow agencies.

One mechanism that OMB/OIRA could use to initiate these studies is to use “prompt”

letters to the agencies informing them that 0MB believes these sectors are worthy of agency

priority and analyses. Rather than being sent in response to an agency’s submission of a draft

rule for OIRA review, a prompt letter is sent on OMB’s initiative and contains suggestions br

how an agency could improve its regulations, including conducting specilic research or analysis.

Prompt letters have been widely praised by a variety of legal scholars.° The Economic

Commission has similar authority to initiate such reviews and analysis. The I ILRCF could

ftici litate coordination of the two announcements.

1. Automotive Saléty Regulation

Accord iiig to the ECORYS sectoral estimates, a reduction in the ‘actionahle’ divergent

NTMs in the motor vehicle sector would provide about 31% of total benefits provided by the 23

sectors analyzed. This finding is not surprising. The two motor vehicles industries represent

.S’cc Weiner (2010). Op. cit.
John I). Graham “Saving Lives through Administrati e Law and 1conomics.” ( nivcrsia o/ I’c’flfl,sV/wtflul J.uw

Rcvicw 157/2 (December 2008). p. 460-463.
51 iCORYS. chapter 6 as vell as the technical appendi\.
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major contributors to the two economies (about 7% oFGE)P), are important players in the trade

and investment between the two countries (40% of EU auto exports go to the U.S. and 16% oF

U.S. auto exports go to (he EU) and both industries are regulated through diverse approaches (the

EU uses an cx ante gate—keeper type approval, while the U.S. uses self—certification and cx post

enfbrcement through recall and lull liability). Although the U.S. and EU use different standard—

selling organizations (the U.S. uses the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS)

developed by NI ISTA, while the EU uses those developed by UN-ECE from the United Nation’s

Economic Commission lhr Europe (which has become a global harmonization effort know as

WP—29)), t.he actual safety standards are generally Fimctionally equivalent and produce similar

levels of safety.

The ECORYS study. using elasticity calculations from its gravity trade flow model.

estimates that about 26% of trade costs both ways across the Atlantic are due to NTMs, but only

a lracti(m of’ those costs represent potential cost savings to society, because not all are considered

politically feasible and some savings would come at the expense of others. Bilateral trade was

$53 billion in 2007. ‘Faking that into account, the potential transatlantic welfare gain is placed at

$15 billion.52

A case study by Wilber and Eichenhrecht in 2008 points out the growing importance of

economies of scale in the auto industry and how this will impact consumer welfhre. Because

economies of scale have become critical in the auto industry, auto producers must limit the

number of locations where any one model is produced, and must rely on cross—shipping 10 the

markets where there is demand. They conclude: “[ljhis approach has the advantage of reducing

production costs — thereIre improving vehicle aflhrdability and increasing Product choice

across more regions/countries. Unfortunately, this strategy can he seriously impeded by

divergent national and regional regulatory requircrnenls and test procedures.’’

Wilber and Eichenbrecht point out several non—safety related divergences, such as the use

of different crash dummies in the U.S. aid Eli lhr certain tests (such as side impact) hut not lbr

52
1/nd. table (,.3.

‘ Vann It Wilbcr and Paul ‘I’. Lichhrecht. “l’ransatlantie Irade. the Automotix e Sector: The Role ot Regulation in a
Global lndListr Where We I Iae Been and Where We Need to Go. I lo Far (‘an l1. i—t IS. Cooperation
Go Toward Achie ing Regulators Harmonization” paper presented at the German Marshall Fund Academic Polic

Research Conference. Ma 8—9. 2008 at the l.Jniersity of Michigan.
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others. [hey also summarize the efforts since 1958 to harmonize standards and testing

procedures in general, as well as focusing on efforts for six standards. Ihey present some

principles and lessons learlle(l for use in future cooperation efforts that provide guidance lbr

ongoing regulator—to—regulator dialogue and support the use of autos as a key TARIA pilot.

Effbrts were more successful in developing new standards, where neither the U.S. or EU had

current standards to deflnd. but neither country was ready to abandon efforts harmonizing

existing standards. They concluded with a call for a more objective and evidenced-based

analysis by individual governments, while keeping in mind the international perspective.

Specifically, they stated:

Recommendation: Governments, therefore, should care/ittly analyze existing and
proposed vehicle regulations to determine if the national objectives/br which they are
intended just i/I’ the added cost, and provide appropriate benefIts while not encumbering
the most efficient scale ofproduction, which will allow their inanifacturers to compete
efii.ctively in the global motor vehicle market. Con/licting and overlapping regulations
impede that ability ofmamçjbcturers to export to other countries by adding cost and
complexity and, in so doing: they hurl consumers by increasing price levels and limiting

54choice.

The TARIA approach is consistent with this recommendation and goes one step father by

frmalizing and institutionalizing the transatlantic perspective.

2. Chemical Safety Regulation

According to ECORYS, the EU and the U.S., along with Mexico and Canada, supply

over 50% of world chemicals sales. Over 2 million peoile are employed in the chemical

industry in the U.S. and EU. and this sector is a major exporter for both partners. Bilateral trade

in chemicals reached about $60 billion in 2007.

As in autos, the two economies have approached the regulation oI’toxic chemicals in

different ways. Under REACII, Evaluation, and Authorization olChemicals (REACI-l) which

came into effi.ct in 2007, the European Chemical Agency (ECI IA) is a gatekeeper that places the

burden on manufaciurers or importers of more than a ton of a chemical to provide evidence that

the chemical poses ‘acceptable risks” to human health and the environment. EClEA can require

restrictions on how the chemical is produced, sold. or used. The U .S.’s primary approach under

11)1(1,
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the loxic Substances Control Act (iSC’A) places the burden on the EPA to go through

rulemaking to show that an existing chemical (before 1979) does not pose an unreasonable risk.55

Under TSCA, there is a greater burden of proof on mann lhcturers or importers to show

acceptable risks for new chemicals. Other U.S. statutes and regulators also play an important

part in regulating and classii’ing chemicals. For example, OSIIA, under its hazard

communications standard flrst issued in 1983, requires manufactures to classify, label and

transmit material salèty data sheets with product shipments. As mentioned above, OSHA is

about to flnalize a plan to harmonize these standards with the UN Globally Harmonized System

of the Classification and Labeling of Chemicals, already used by the EU.

Using elasticity calculations derived from its gravity trade flow model, the ECORYS

study estimates that about 22% of trade costs both ways across the Atlantic are due to NTMs, but

only a small portion of these costs represent potential savings to the public, because fow are

politically feasible, and savings to some might harm others. With that taken into consideration,

the potential transatlantic welfare gain is placed at $6.5 billion.

The U.S. Administration has presented proposals for modernizing the TSCA, which

would give the EPA more authority to require information of the safi.ty standards and to regulate

existing chemicals.6 These signs of convergence in regulatory approaches also make this sector

a good candidate for a TARIA pilot where transatlantic benefits and cost savings are evaluated.

Moreover, since there would be duplication of effort, and significant economies of scale in

testing and evaluating 15,000 high—use identical chemicals fbr unreasonable risk for sale and use

on both sides of the Atlantic, it is likely that the result of the analysis of this pilot will be a

determination of regulatory compatibility.

3. Pharmaceutical SalIty Regulation

According to the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations

(EFPIA), the world pharmaceutical market was $808 billion in 2009, with the U.S. and Canada

For a comparison of the two approaches. sc’ GAOs June 2007 report to requesters: Cl IEMICAI RRiUI AllON
Comparison of U.S. and Recently Lnacted Luropean I Jnion Approaches to Protect against the Risks of loxic
Chemicals. http:// w .gao.go\/rlew. items/d07825.pd 1.
‘ Scc Statement of Lisa P. Jackson Administrator. U.S. Fn ironmental Protection Agency Legislative Hearing on
the To\ic Substances Control Act (i’SCA) Senate Committee on Fn ironment and Public Works. l)ecember 2.
2009. ‘lhe Safe Chemical Act of 2011. recently introduced in the (iS., also moes more loard a RlACl I—type
regulatory regime.
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producing 40% and the EU 3 1 % Moreover, the U.S. has been the leading innovator. Since the

in id—i 990s, U.S. research—based companies have signi licantly increased their share in the worlds

top—selling medicines. According to data from IMS I lealth, 61 % olsales of’new medicines

launched during the period 2005—2009 originated from the U.S. market, compared with 29% on

the European market. North America launched 46% of the new chemical and biological entities

during the period 2003—2007 versus 33% From Eli companies.7

The ECORYS study, based on elasticity calculations front the gravity trade flow model

estimates that about 1 5% oF pharmaceutical trade costs are due to EU non—tariff measures, and

about 10% result from U.S. regulatory issues. Bilateral trade between the U.S. and EU hit $55

billion in 2007; however, as was the case above, only a small amount of trade costs represent

potential savings to society. Even with this reality, the potential transatlantic welfare gain from

successful regulatory cooperation according to the IZCORYS modeling is $3 hillion.

According to DiMasi and Grabowski, approval of a new pharmaceutical or

biopharmaceutical takes lIom ten to thirteen years from patent to market authorization, and on

average costs $1 .3 billion, given the cost of the drugs that never make it through phase Ill

clinical trials and the time costs of expenditures. Although the new drug approval process with

the preclinical and then three phases of clinical trials is similar in the U.S. and lU. outcomes can

vary and the EU has added steps of cost-ellecliveness assessments and member state pricing.

The ECORYS study suggests that the most important issues fbr U.S. companies

exporting to the EU relate in particular to EU pricing policies: the EU I lealth ‘lechnology

Assessment methods, divergent national authorization systems, data exclusivity, parallel trading

(the reimportation issue), and international and therapeutic reference pricing. These policies are

currently under consideration in the U.S.

The Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency appear to he

compatible regulatory regimes especially when compared to third country regulators. A 2010

study that examined 400 new drugs approved in the u.S.. Eli and/or Japan from 1999 to 2007

‘ .S’ IFPIA. The Pharmaceutical Industry in Hurcs (2010) at:
http://vvw.el’pia.eu/ContentJDet’auIt.asp’?PageI 1) 559&Docl DQ I 58.

ICORYS. Chapter 12.
Joseph A. DiMasia. and I lenry U. (irahovski. Fhe Cost olBiopharmaceutical R&D:

Is I3iotech DiI’fi.rent’?” MANA(il1UAL ANT) DECISION IC’ONOMICS 28: 469 479 (2007).
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found that 82Yo were approved by the U.S., 79% by the EU and only 55% by Japan. (in average,

the EU lagged the U.S. by only 2.7 months, while .lapan lagged by 41 .() months.6°

5. Conclusion

The experience ol the last 20 years oldata sharing and information exchange aimed at

establishing mutual recognition agreements has shown that a bottom—up approach alone

produces, at best, incremental results. It is time for the second step. promised in 2008. Three

sectors with compatible product safety regulatory regimes have the potential to provide $25

billion in real savings to the transatlantic community, according to an EU sponsored study, and

these three sectors present excellent candidates for a pilot program.

This paper proposes a new approach to transatlantic regulatory cooperation aimed at

improving regulator efficiency and effectiveness through mutual recognition of “compatible

regulatory regimes.” It proposes to more tightly intertwine the promising regulator—to—regulator

dialogues with the successful OMB—EC dialogue infused with a transatlantic approach and

building on the principles of smart regulation recently articulated by both Administrations. That

approach emphasizes greater public protections through efficient and effective rulemaking. As

pointed out above, the citizens of the United States and the European Union seek the same

protections and pertbrmance from their regulatory regimes. By eliminating unnecessary

regulatory divergences between us, we can also reduce existing— and head off new — non-

tariff barriers to transatlantic trade and investment, generating growth, jobs and greater l)ublic

protection in the world’s largest economic partnership.

° Tsuji K, Tsutani K. “Approval ol Ne Drugs I ‘)99—2007: Comparison of the IJ.S.. the I1 and Japan Situations.”
Journal of( ‘linical Phar,,iacv and I/rape ilics, 2010 .1 une; 35(3):289—301
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ANNIX A

U.S.-IU Regulatory Cooperation:

A New Approach to

Mutual Recogn itioti ol Compatible lrod uct Safety Regulatory Regimes

As democratic developed societies, the U.S. and EU strive for similar levels of protection
for consumers, the environment and investors. Previous attempts to benefit from this through
mutual recognition agreements floundered as they were seen as driven by trade policy concerns,
were product—specific and technical “bottom—up” approaches, and pre—dated the extensive
regulatory cooperation built up over the past decade. With that experience and sharp increases in
imported products from poorly regulated markets, many U.S. and EU regulators are concerned
that limited enforcement resources are misdirected toward policing relatively low—risk
transatlantic products.

This initiative would create a 2—3 year process to allow related transatlantic regulators to
determine where they have “comparable regulatory regimes” and use this to seek legislative
authority to accept product/service/supplier approvals from the otheilurisdiction unless they
have reason not to (retaining a right to intervene). The initiative could be launched as a series of

pilot sectors (motor vehicles, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals) or could nominally cover all
regulated sectors, although the work would have to be staggered and would surely take at least a
decade to complete. In some cases regulators may end up choosing not to pursue this
“comparable regulatory regime” determination.

Under this approach, regulatory agencies would work with transatlantic peers toward a
determination oC”comparable regulatory regime;” this would he used to pursue legislative
authority to accept decisions made by their counterparts. while retaining a right to disregard
those approvals when necessary (safeguard).

Properly constructed, the process would:

• be regulator driven and controlled, based on an agency’s determination seltinlerest;

• locus scarce enforcement resources from relatively low-risk but immense volume markets to
policing growing import flows from poorly—regulated areas;

• establish an operational role for the 1-ugh I ‘evel Regulatory Cooperation Forum, a body
where a wide range of senior U.S. and EU regulators exchange best practices on risk
analysis. impact assessments. cost—benefit analysis, etc.

In brieL the process could he:

• Inventory regulated product/service sectors and their ( J.S. and ltJ regulators (e.g., br toys,
CPSC and SANCO; lbr pharmaceuticals, l’l)A and DG EN’!’; Ibr motor vehicles, NI l’FSA
and DG ENT; lbr securities, the SEC and DG MARKT)
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• IdentiFy all or some (pilots) to go through the comparable regimes process;

• Ask independent body (academic/consultant/think—tank) to conduct in—depth study on
whether the regulators strive to achieve broadly similar regulatory outcomes (three months,),

• Allow respective regulators to comment on the reports, and then have them comment on one
another’s comments (three months,),’

• Publish the report and comments for Public comment (three months,);

• Agencies review comments, and consult and present conclusions and recommendations to the
U.S.-EU I ugh Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum (1-ILRCF) (by following HLRCF);

• IILRCF advises whether agencies should proceed to determine whether they have
“comparable regulatory regimes;”

• If so, they each undertake to obtain legislative authority to recognize/accept the other
agency’s decisions within a certain period;

• If obtained, they conclude an agreement on Mutual Recognition of Comparable Regulatory
Regimes which, inter a/ia, obliges them to accept approval decisions of the other authority
hut allows them to retain a right not to do so with reason, consultation (presumably the other
authority would share the concerns) and potentially mediation.
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ANN lX B

Regulatory Impact Analysis of TARIA

Before the current regulatory impact assessment programs can play a larger role in
transatlantic regulatory cooperation, a review of the current programs’ el1lctiveness and
efficiency and projection of the potential effectiveness of TARIAs is in order.

The potential benefits to the transatlantic community ofa successful TARIA program
appear to be quite large. An indication of the magnitude and effectiveness of TARIA may be
estimated by using data from the current U.S. regulatory impact assessment program, managed
by OMB’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (ORIA), now predominately focused on
domestic impacts. Over the ten fiscal years ending September 30, 2010, 0MB reviewed 3,325
“significant” regulations, 540 of which were “major” regulations, each with an impact on the
U.S. economy ofat least $100 million. Based on the 106 “major” regulations where 0MB was
able to estimate both the benefits and costs from the impact assessments required by Executive
Order, the total of the estimated costs and benefits of the identified regulations was about $540
billion, or about Ibur percent ofGDP.6’

If the requirement that agencies prepare RlAs, submit them to 0MB lbr quality control,
and subject them to notice and comment from outside interested parties results in regulations that
either reduce costs or increase benefits by merely one percent, that would represent a benefit of
approximately $5.4 billion. Thus, the net benefit to society of improved regulations would
exceed the budget for regulatory review over the ten years by over 270-fold.62 ibis is an
underestimate because it does not count improvements that are likely to occur from reviewing
the impact assessments of the remaining 434 “major” rules that are not in the above sample of
106 rules.63 Moreover, quality controls and enlbrcement programs often produce “sentinel”

Calculated from l’ablel I. p. 13 of the 2011 DratI Report to Congress on the Benefits and Costs of Federal
Regulations, 0MB (March 2011) (midpoints of cost and benefit estimates were used and cons cited to 2010 dollars).
Compliance costs are about 0.5 % of GDP.

01 R,Vs budget fur FY 2011 is $8 million. About half’ of’ the stall’ works on regulation and about hall’of their time
is spent on re iew inc “major” regulations, with the other halt’ spent re iew ing about 275 non—major regulations and
3.000 infurmation collection requests per ear. l’he $5.4 billion estimate is 270—IbId greater than the $2t) million
budget estimate ($2 million of OIRA costs oer ten sears). ‘l’his budget estimate implies that OMI) spent on a erage
a little o er one person ear re iewine (proposal and final stages) these major regulations. (These estimates are
based on my experience managing OIRA’s budget as Acting l)eput Administer during part of this ten year period).

These rules are likely to ha e lower impacts on average than the 106 rules and many are budget or transtir rules
which do not produce social benelits or compliance costs of’ the $100 mill ion magnitude. Ne ertheless. many of
these regulations ha e significant costs hut are not included because their benefits (homeland security, ecologic.
ch ii rights) are difficult to monetize. Moreo er. many budget or transfer regulations produce hard to measure social
costs because of rent—seeking lobbying and harmful work. inestment. and innoation etThcts.
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benefits because agencies are discouraged from proposing regulations that would not “pass the
muster” of OM B and outside public review.4

Ihese estimates (10 not include agency costs to produce regulatory impact assessments
and respond to OIRA quality control concerns. A reasonable estimate is that ten times as much
time is spent by 0MB and the agencies producing a major RIA as OIRA spends reviewing it.
Using these conservative assumptions, a one percent improvement in the cost—effectiveness of
regulations due to the RIA program implies a benefit to cost ratio for the ten year program of 27
to I and net benefits of $5.2 bill ion 66

Costs and I3enelits of TARIA

The next step is to estimate what this might imply for a proposed TARIA program.
Based on findings and data from a study by the Dutch think—tank ECORYS commissioned by the
European Commission, a reduction of5O% in the non—tariff barriers between the EU and U.S.
over a ten year period ending in 2018 could lead to a half ofa percent increase in combined EU
and U.S. GDP ($240 billion per year in 201 8).67 Based on business survey results and expert
opinion, the study concluded that the 50% reduction on average across different sectors was
possible although “ambitious.” They also provided estimates for a less optimistic success of
25% reduction in non—tariff barriers, which could lead to a $106 billion increase in combined lU
and U.S. GDP. Clearly the potential welfare gains to the citizens and consumers of the U.S. and
EU in pursuing transatlantic regulatory cooperation are large.68

The ECORYS study estimates are based on long run dynamic effects that are calculated
using a general computable equilibrium model which attempts to take into account sectoral
interactions such as reduced insurance and transportation costs that lhvorably reverberate
through the economy. For our purposes, the direct non—dynamic estimates of the limited 25%
reduction in non-tariff barriers is more conservative and seems more likely given the slowdown
in transatlantic regulatory cooperation since 2008, when the survey upon which these results was

° To date, systematic empirical e idence for an OIRA effectiveness impact on costs and beneflts has not been
found. (Hahn, R. W. and P. C. Tetlock (2008). “1 las Economic Analysis Improved Regulatory Decisions?” Journal
of 1cono,,,,c Perspectives 22(I): 67—84. Morrall. J. F. (2003). “Saving Li es: A Review of the Record.” .Journal of
Risk and (incertainiv 27(3): 22 1—237, Morrall and Shapiro. 2011.
‘‘ Over the ten year period. 0MB took on average 88 days to re\ iew major rules, counting proposal and tnal review
stages. Agencies spend about ten times as long (2 years) de eloping an RIA. When they briefed OIRA on these
major RIAs. they often outnumber the 0MB staff economists ten to one. The ten to one estimate implies that on
aerage about $1. 9 million was spent producing, revising and reviewing the RIA during the life of the rulemaking.
To put this estimate in perspectie. the aerage rule imposed compliance costs of about $600 million per year in
2010 dollars.
‘‘ $5.4 billion/$200 million is 27: $5.4 billion less $200 million is $5.2 billion.
° [CORYS Nederland By. Non—Tariff Measures in EU—U.S. Trade (December 2009). ‘Ihis is calculated by
combining the estimates tbr both economies and using the April 29. 2011 exchange rate. For 23 sectors. ECORYS
lirst estimates the tariff equivalence cost of NIBs and then determines the percentage of NIBs are “actionable.” It
estimates that on a erage about 50% of the cost of NTBs could he eliminated in ten years through transatlantic
regulator dialogues and cooperation assuming the political will exists. The estimates are based on business sur e
results and expert opinion by sectors which are plugged into a “gras itv” model of trade and in estment fio s. For
the longer run dynamic interactions that take into account expanded trade and inestrnent tiows these sectoral data
are plugged into computable general equilibrium ((‘GE) model of world economies.

It should be noted that some of these gains result from trade and investment diergence from the rest of the world
making the rest of the world less well—oti These gains are also based on growth in U DPs to 2018.
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conducted. Using those parameters, the ECORYS study predicts that ELI real income could
increase by 0.11% and U.S. real income by 0.05%.

Since (lie ECORYS study does not take into account nonmarket beneflis to public health,
safety and the environment, as the 0MB study does, to compare the gains from a domestic ibcus
on regulations to a transatlantic focus, the 0MB cost estimates are a better comparator of
potential beneflts. The cost of the 106 regulations issued over the last ten years as estimated by
0MB is about 0.5% of GDP ($64 billion) which rises to 0.7% ($100 billion) if the higher rate of
costs over the last two years is projected for ten years.7° This suggests that a moderately
successful program such as TARIA that increases U.S. incomes by 0.05% could potentially
eliminate $7 billion (from 10% to 7%) of the unnecessary and divergent costs of U.S. regulation
by providing information that leads to aligning compatible regulatory regimes.7’

As estimated above, the OIRA ten year budget for reviewing the RIAs of major
regulations is about $20 million and the overall agency costs cost about $200 million. Since
adding a TARIA requirement to the existing RIA would certainly not double budgetary costs, the
TARIA program is likely to he highly cost henelicial and comparable to the existing RIA
program. To be as effective in reducing unnecessary costs, the existing OIRA program would
have to have an effectiveness rate olmore than 7% and program costs less than $200 million to
be more effective than the TARIA proposal.72

Moreover, if the 0MB benelt estimates and our analysis of its effectiveness are
reasonable, additional and signi flcant health, saiCty, and environmental beneils should follow
from the TARIA program. ‘l’he potential for both a reduction in costs with an increase in public
benelts could align broad—based supporters with regulatory oflicials and interests who fi.2e1
strongly about agency regulatory missions.

Using the non—dy mimic short run estimates also limits the gains from trade diversion which come at a cost to
countries outside of the transatlantic partnership,

The 0MB estimate is that about $o.4 billion per year in costs has been added on average oer the last ten ears by
these 106 reoulations. ‘I hese estimates also indicate that over the last two years. costs are being added at a rate of
$10 billion per year based on 33 regulations for hich both costs and benefits ha e been calculated. (0MB (2011)
Fable 1-3.

Using 2010 U.S. (DP of$l4 trillion. That is 0.05%IO.5%= 10% and .05%/7% 7%.
To reiterate, this calculation assumes a ten year lARIA program w mild produce the limited short term impact of

the lC study (the lowest bound estimate) and that the last t o years ot costs reported by OIRA ould extend for ten

years.
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ANNlX C

History of U.S.-lU Regulatory Dialogues

Following the conclusion of the 1995 U.S.—EU “New Transatlantic Agenda,” the U.S. and
EU made some progress on Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRAs) between 1995 to 1998,
despite opposition from some regulators who thought trade policy concerns should have no place
in domestic regulatory considerations.73 At the end of that period, the two governments
announced six conlbrm ity assessment M RAs in the areas of telecommunications equipment,
electromagnetic compatibility, electrical safety, recreational crafts, pharmaceutical good
manufacturing practices, and medical devices.74 These initial MRAs, however, thcused on
mutual recognition of conformity testing 1)roccdlures for specific products, which would merely
allow U.S.-based companies to have products tested in the U.S. as conforming to EU
requirements, and vice versa. In the end, they have not been used much, in part as the process of
accrediting labs to do such testing is itself a hurdle.

From 1998 to 2004, U.S. and EU officials focused more on the principles of better
regulation, such as transparency and cooperation, concluding “Roadmaps” for 10 and then 1 5
sectors in 2004 and 2005, respectively. Work under these roaclmaps helped intensify regulator-
to—regulator discussions and cooperation, but achieved little progress in actually removing
regulatory differences. A 2009 Congressional Research Service report that reviewed -

transatlantic regulatory cooperation to 2008 suggested the two sides made modest progress,7
especially in terms of information exchange among regulators, although the U.S. and EU did
agree a full MRA on marine equipment in 2004.

To intensify cooperation and step up political oversight, European Commission President
José Manuel I3arroso, German Chancellor Angela Merkel (then President of the EU Council) and
U.S. President George W. Bush in April 2007 signed the “Framework for Promoting
Transatlantic Economic Integration,” which established the Transatlantic Economic Council, or
TEC. The TEC was initially co-chaired by White I-louse National Economic Council Director
Allan Hubbard and European Commission Vice President Günter Verheugen, who would hold
monthly phone calls to discuss the road map issues and prepare for meetings of the TEC and lbr
U.S.-EU Summits.

13 For in in—depth analy sis of this period and the problems ot implementation after ards see Chapter 7, lhe I J. S. —

EU Mutual Recognition Agreements.” Charan Devereaux, Robert Larence and Michael Watkins. ( ‘a,’c Siudics in
IS. i*udc Aguthiiion: Making thu 1?ulus, I viI. I. Institute for International Economics (2006).
° The six conformity assessment MRAs may be found here: http://gsi.nist.go lglobal/docslrnralU.S.—
l1.J MRA Final Version 1 998.pdf

Raymond J. Ahearn. lransatlantic Regulator Cooperation: Background and Analy sis’ Congressional Research
Ser ice. RL34717 August 24. 2009. For a more sanguine report on progress up to 2008 see the presentation of
USTR at
http://ww fhrdschool.umich.edu/ne s/event details/reg coop and comp 08/presentations/presentation sanlord.p
d t
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Attempts to actually resolve unnecessary regulatory differences that resulted in trade
barriers became highly controversial, however, even when the principals largely agreed oii (lie
science and iiierils.7’

[)ivergent regulations in such areas as animal testing for cosmetics (banned by the EU for
animal rights reasons but required by the U.S. for safety reasons), U.S. poultry imports (banned
by the EU because U.S. poultry is treated with pathogen—reduction substances even though
scientific regulatory bodies on both sides agree the U.S. process presents no food safety risk),
and electrical equipment (the Occupational l-Iealth and Safety Administration refuses to allow
regulated workplaces to use low voltage electrical equipment not certified in the laboratories it
regulates even though there is no evidence that the EU supplier declaration of conformity is less
saiC) occupied much of the time. The problem was not that the safety provided by the divergent
regulatory regimes was different 01. that the political leaders involved in the TEC were in
disagreement the problem was that the regulatory agency experts did not want to change the
way they did business and knew that (lie issues were so complex that they could wait out (lie
pressure from the executive branch while receiving support from legislative bodies.77

A review of the regular progress reports on the roadmap sectors issued between 2005 and
2008 tinds the reports mostly speaking in terms of the “enhanced” dialogue, “expanded”
information exchanges and “deepening” collaboration. By 2008, despite monthly meetings held
by the Ol’fice of the U.S. Trade Representative with the regulatory agencies with roadmap
responsibilities, there was little to showcase, except in the financial and securities sectors, and
both sides stopped reporting on progress on the roadmaps. Emphasis shifted back again to
methodological and horizontal issues such as risk assessment, regulatory impact analysis.
voluntary standards, and early warnings of new regulations — important issues, but more for the
long run.78

The Congressional Research Service Report mentioned above politely concluded in 2009 that
key stakeholders were not impressed by the 15 years of transatlantic regulatory cooperation
(TRCs) efforts:

Since the establishment o/ the New ithnsatlantic Agenda (NiA) in /995, there have been
ci number ofnew (‘transatlantic regulatory cooperation) initiatives, all aimed at removing
or reducing regulatory barriers to trade. While each of these initiatives has made some
progress towards reducing regulatory burdens, many U.S. and 1uropean companies
heavily engaged in the tran.catlantic marketplace maintain that the results have no! been
materially signjfIcant.

I was a staff member on man of these calls and follow—up calls to U.S. regulator olticials. It is very difficult to
pull on a string. especially when there are so many to choose frolli.

These issues have a long hisior Cosmetic testmg wts on the list in the ruadmap in 2004 and appears to hae
been dropped from discussion. Workplace electrical equipment lesting was one of the MRA issues negotiated in
1998. Below we discuss OSI-lAs denial of the lC request to consider the Eli suppliers declaration ofeonlormity

approach in the 1cIra1 Rcgix/’r Just before the December 17. 2010 TEC’ meeting in Washington. In January 2009.
the Bush Administration brought the poultry dispute to the WTO where it still stands.

The horizontal and methodology dialogues were touted as true SLlcccsses by the l’EC and certainly they are a
prerequisite for the 1’AIUA approach proposed here.
‘ Raymond J. Ahearn. “Transatlantic Regulatory Cooperation: Background and Analy sis” (‘ongressional Research
Serice, RL34717. August24, 2009. p.1.
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Ihe Report also summarizes the “accomplishments” (mostly listed as gains in mutual
understanding in various areas with promises of’ more to come) and “disappointments” (the
ftiding oF enthusiasm For signiFicant mutual recognition agreements because oF the resistance oF
regulators to implement them). S0

The December 2010 High Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum (lILRCF) report
illustrates why more ambition needs to be injected into the regulatory cooperation process.
SpeciFically, although regulatory cooperation between EPA, DOE, and DG Energy on energy
eFFiciency has been presenled as a success by several I—ILRCFs. and eco-design and energy
efficiency have been part of the roadmap and specific sectoral cooperative efforts since 2004, the
2010 l--ILRCF promises future “technical level” collaboration in three areas: commercial
refrigerators, transformers, and solid state lighting. Even with the best of wills, such a bottom—up
process will take years.

XOJjj
p. 14-16.
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ANNEX I)

EXISTING EC-OMB RIA GUIDELINES ON TRADE IMPACTS

OMR Circular A—4, Regulatory Analysis, issued in 2003, states:

The role of Federal regulation in/icilitating U S. participation in global markets should
also he considered. Harmoniation of U.S. and international rules may require a strong
Federal regulatory role. Concerns thai new US. rules could act as non—fariffbarriers to
importer/goods should be evaluated care/lilly. 81

1-lowever, it oilers little guidance other than advising that the regulatory impact assessment

.should focus on benefits and costs that accrue to citizens and residents ofthe United
States. Where you choose to evaluate a regulation that is likely to have effects beyond the
borders of the United States, these ef/cts should he reported separate/v.52

The Commission’s latest Impact Guidance, issued in 2009, oiThrs similarly less concrete advice
about considering an international perspective:

Proposals may have consequences for the conditions under which European enterprises
operate in comparison with their main competitors in non—EU countries. ihese

consequences may di/fi’r between the short and the long term. Awareness ofthe main
characteristics oft/ic regime that these foreign competitorsface is an essential element
for the scrutiny ofeconomic impacts.

83

Moreover, the Commission’s guidelines, although asking for infbrmation on divergences, seem
to lOcus on domestic competitiveness concerns:

In the context of likely impacts on trade and cross—border invr’stmnents, will the proposal:
• Increase or reduce djfjrences between the regulatomy regimes Jaced by EU companies

and competitors in non—E(J countries
• Place EU firms cit an advantage or disadvantage compared to their international

compelitors?4

The guidelines, however, do express concern about impacts on developing countries:

EU policies can also have unintended economic, social and environmental impacts.
Often, the fact that an El! polkv is changed ma)’ present a challenge/or a developing

° 0MB Circular A—4. Reuulator’ Anak sis (September 17. 2(103) at
hup://ss ss sv.s hitellousc.gov/sites/detaultlliIes/omb/assets/regulator3 matters pdl!a—4.pdt
82

Commission Impact Assessment Guidelines (January 2009) at
http:/!ec.europa.eu/eovernance/irnpact!key docs/ke, does en. hi in.
84 Ibid.
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conntn’ when it ,ieedc to align its p011ev to comply wit/i new standards, Many developing
countries liavi’ weak administrations and /Ind it £/i/,tlcu/t to adapt to changing

85regulations.

The IARIA proposal is designed to revise these guidelines to provide inlbrmation not just on
domestic competitiveness concerns but on (lie cost savings and saflty benefits of regulatory
actions accruing to the transatlantic community regardless of which side of the Atlantic tirms and
citizens are located.

Xi
11)1(1.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study examines the potential gains from a transatlantic zero-tariff agreement
on trade in goods. The idea of deeper transatlantic economic integration has be
come more attractive in recent years. The hopes for an ambitious multilateral trade
deal in the Doha Round negotiations have diminished; few countries appear ready
to accept ambitious liberalisation on the global level. Leaders have increasingly
turned to bilateral or regional trade initiatives, hut few of them are capable ofde—
livering sizeable gains to big economies like the European Union and the United
States.

• Transatlantic economic integration is not likely to spell the end of the Doha Round
or the World Trade Organisation (WTO). In fact, it could have the opposite effect.
Like big regional initiatives in the past (e.g. the EU Common Commercial Policy,
the EU single market and the NAFTA), a transatlantic free trade accord, properly
designed, could give the WTO and its members the jolt they need to get on track
again.

• Tariffs between the EU and the US are comparatively low (they average at 5-7
percent). But transatlantic free trade in goods could still deliver sizeable gains.
Existing tariffs prevent trade and import competition. The EU and US economies
are big, and bilateral trade is to a large degree composed of intra-firm trade. Both
these factors suggest potential trade gains ofgreat magnitude. As a signi6cant part
of the trade is intra industry, competition could increase as a consequence oflib
eralised trade.

• The static effect on GDP from a transatlantic zero-tariff agreement is estimated to
be 0.01 percent for the EU and 0.15 percent for the US. Dynamic gains — account
ing for improved productivity and reduced trade facilitation costs — are estimated
to be 0.32-0.47 percent for the EU (or $46 to $69billion) and 0.99-1.33 percent
for the US (or $135-$181 billion).

• The estimated welfare gains — measured as national income effects — are more
evenly distributed between the two economies. The static effect is $3 billion for
the EU and $4.5 billion for the US. The dynamic welfare gains are estimated to
be $58-$86 billion for the EU and $59-$82 billion for the US.

• The estimated change in EU exports to the US is 7 percent (or $28 billion) in a
static scenario and around 18 percent (or $69 billion] in the dynamic scenario. The
US is estimated to increase exports to the EU by 8 percent (or $23 billion) in the
static scenario and 17 percent (or $53 billion) in the dynamic scenario.

• ‘i’he purpose of the study is to examine if the potential gains from a transatlantic
trade accord is bigenough to motivate such an initiative. Based on the results of the
simulations in this study, the answer is Yes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“No’rI I INC IS AS powerful as an idea whose time has come” said the French author Victor
Hugo. There are good reasons to believe that in the world of trade and trade policy, it is
deeper transatlantic economic integration, manifested by a trade accord between the two
giants of the world economy, which should be that ascending idea.

The idea is not new, nor is it uncontroversial. But it has grown more appealing as problems
ofworld trade policy have sharpened — and as the world trading system is in desperate need
of leadership from the big economies. Deeper transatlantic integration is not only a way to
advance bilateral trade or address complicated “new generation” issues like nanotechnology,
biotechnology and other deep integration trade issue&. It could also he a good strategy to jolt
the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and its Doha Round in the right direction.

In an ECIPE study last year2,it was argued that the most common arguments against a trans
atlantic free trade accord have become less relevant over the past decade. The assertion
that a free trade deal between the United States and Europe would knock the Doha Round
completely off track, and effectively kill the World Trade Organisation, may have been valid
objections in the early noughties but the argument is today unconvincing for two, and pos
sibly three, reasons.

Firstly, the WTO system does not operate in isolation of other trade policy, or international
economy trends; if there is no real liberalisation coming by other means (unilaterally and
bilaterally), there is not likely to he any real liberalisation in WTO negotiations either. Coun
tries liheralise for reasons of profit and fear; they agree on reducing their trade barriers
because they believe it is in their material interest, or because they fear they will miss out
on present or future gains because other countriesare liberalising. The passion and inter
est for trade liberalisation has slowed down markedly in all countries in the past 5-10 years.
The 1990s saw a finished Uruguay Round, the single market in Europe and NAFTA in North
America, and a host of important plurilateral agreements, like the Information Technology
Agreement (ITA, being established. The noughties compare badly with this record. Equally
disturbing, very few countries believe they are at risk of losing gains because others are ad
vancing their trade agendas. The fear factor has been absent.

The multilateral trading system has often moved in tandem with much broader trade policy
developments in the bigger economies, especially Europe and North America. The Kennedy
Round of trade negotiations was boosted by Europe’s initiative to establish its Common
Commercial Policy in the 1960s; the US feared that American firms would lose sales and
competitiveness in Europe if external barriers in Europe were not reduced along with the
internal tariff reductions. Similarly, the Uruguay Round was knocked on track because North
America signed the NAI’TA agreement and Europe created its single market. The fear factor
is important. “When a man knows he will be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his mind
wonderfully”, said Dr. Johnson, the notoriously blunt cynic. This spirit also holds true for
trade policy.Fear of missing new or losing old benefits concentrate political minds.

Secondly, despite the profound changes in the world economy in the past decades, Europe
and the United States remain the only two actors that can take genuine leadership for world
trade. There are others, like China, which should take leadership hut will not. Then there
are rising middle powers that want to lead but cannot. ‘They are all important for achieving
results, but their institutional capacity to lead and show the sort of “visionary generosity”
needed is limited.3
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The conclusion of these observations is this: regardless of the form that multilateral trade
policy will take in a future post-Doha world — and it is probably safe to say that the era of
big rounds is over — it will to a large extent he laboured by Europe and the United States. It
is leadership from them that will define future trade policy advancements. Such leadership
con Id he organised in different ways: plurilateral sectoral agreements negotiated outside, but
then brought into, the WTO (like the ITA agreement) and bilateral transatlantic negotiations,
combined with an invitation to others to join the agreement, are two options. The point is
that the second is not principally different from the first: leadership will be shouldered by
the US and Europe, and regardless of the format for negotiations this leadership will inevi
tably encourage others — for reasons of profit or fear — to move ahead with much-needed
liberalisation.

A third factor may heat work: the expansion of the WTO itself and especially the inclusion of
China.The most-favoured-nation principle that underlies the WTO system looks very differ
ent when one ofthe parties is not only an export juggernaut, but one whose competitive ad
vantage parallels that of many developing countries.In this sense, the debates about market
access between Washington and Brussels, once the major dynamic in WTO negotiations, are
almost irrelevant: New Delhi, Buenos Aires and Jakarta are reluctant to lower barriers not
to the developed countries, hut to one of their erstwhile “developing country” companions.

As exogenous factors, such as the fear of destroying the WTO, could be discarded, the idea of
a transatlantic free trade accord could be considered on its own endogenous merits. There
are two aspects that particularly warrant reflection. Firstly, would the economic gains from
a transatlantic trade deal be significant enough to motivate such an initiative? Secondly, is
it technically possible for the two giants of the world economy to find ways to agree on a
meaningful trade deal?

The purpose of this paper is to give a response to the first question. In the previous ECIPE
study, the static trade gains from fully eliniinatingtariffs, and only tariffs, between the United
States and the European Union were estimated. The result suggested trade effects to be sig
nificant and positive, but not very big. This was a predictable result: in every trade agreement
the dynamic effects will be considerably greater than the static effects. Furthermore, tariffs
in Europe and the United States are comparatively low, which is why trade is not likely to get
an immediate (static) boost of greater magnitude. However, the paper also concludes that
the dynamic gains from trade probably would he considerable as the transatlantic economy
builds on intra-firm trade and investment, and as the high degree of intra-industry trade
helps to increase the competition effect of new trade.

The task set out for this paper is to estimate the size of the potential dynamic effects by full
transatlantic tariff elimination.’ Unsurprisingly, the full dynamic effects of such an agree
ment would boost trade and Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and the paper attempts to de
cipher the effects in a way that is readily understandable also to non-economists.

The next chapter will give an overview of key features of transatlantic trade that are inipor
tant for understanding why the trade and GDP gains from full tariff elimination would he
considerable. We will concentrate on aspects such as intra-industry and intra-firru trade.
The chapter uses little jargon and is free of quantitative analysis that requires a high degree
of technical expertise. Chapter 3 is somewhat different. There we present the methodolo
gies used for our estimation of economic gains. For readers averse to technical concepts and
jargon, the recommendation is to jump directly to chapter 4. which presents the main results
of the quantitative analysis.
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2. PROFILING THE TRANSATLANTIC ECONOMY

‘i’I IERE ARE ThREE aspects in particular that are important to understanding the economic
gains from a transatlantic trade deal. The first reason is simple: size matters. Intuitively, free

trade between big economies has bigger effects than trade deals between smaller economies,

even when — or perhaps because — the two big economies in question are already deeply

integrated. Most of the FTAs signed in the past are between two smaller economies, or be

tween a big economy and a small economy. The gains for a big economy in the latter form of

agreements are typically small. For instance, an estimate of the GDP effects on the European
Union from the EU-Korea Free Trade Agreement put the result at 0.08 percent.5According to

the United States International Trade Commission, the GDP effect on the US from full tariff

elimination in trade with Korea is 0.1 percent.6Consequently, EU and US trade deals with

economies smaller than the Korean economy have even less meaningful effects on GDP. This

is not to say such deals are unimportant or do not provide benefits — only that the size of the
effect of an agreement is to a large extent a reflection of the size of the partnering economy.

EU-US trade and investment is significant, and it is easily the largest bilateral economic re

lationship in the world. From a strict merchandise trade volume perspective, China is now

competing with the two at the top. But in bilateral economic relations, trade is only one of the
factors behind the extent of cross-border integration. Yet transatlantic trade has increased

considerably over the last decade. Prior to the crisis, EU exports to the US grew by an aver

age of nearly 7 percent a year. US exports to the EU reached 5 percent a year. This is a good

record, especially as both economies contracted in the wake of 9/11 and saw trade growth go

down considerably. in the first two years of the noughties, US exports to the EU fell, which
is why US export growth is lower than Europe’s in the decade up to the crisis. Like all other

trade relations, transatlantic trade has taken a hit duringthe crisis. EU imports ofgoods from

the US fell by almost 20 percent in 2009, and the contraction in US merchandise imports
from Europe was even larger. Despite this fall, bilateral trade in goods remains extensive

(see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: TRANSATLANTIC MERCHANDISE TRADE AT A GLANCE
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Figure 2 gives a few other indicators that put the size of transatlantic economic relations in

context. The transatlantic economy still represents more than forty percent of total world
GDP. Its role in trade is smaller, but the two transatlantic partners represent a vastly bigger

share ofthe world total ofF’DI and mergers and acquisitions. Hence, the transatlantic econ—
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omy has moved beyond trade, and integration today runs deeper. “investment first, trade
second” is a modern dictum for the transatlantic economy.’

FIGURE 2: COMPARING THE TRANSATLANTIC ECONOMY WITH THE WORLD (SHARE OF WORLD TOTAL)
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Source 1-famillori & Ouinlin (20 0).

These observations of the transatlantic economy reinforce the point made above: the size of
the gains from a Free Trade Agreement reflects the size of the partnering economies. And it
matters particularly for the potential effect on productivity from such an agreement. When
two of the biggest economies in the world, representing more than 40 percent of global GDP
and with $600 billion in total bilateral trade, eliminate tariffs in their bilateral trade, it will
have a clear effect on competition. Had they also reduced non-tariff measures ambitiously,
the effect would be far higher.1But past experiences ofbigecononiy trade liberalisation sug
gest the tariff elimination alone to have a strong effect on productivity performance.

The second aspect central to understanding the transatlantic economy, and the potential
gains from eliminating tariffs, is the high degree of intra-firm trade driven by foreign affili
ates. Much of the economic integration between the US and the EU is driven by the thou
sands of affiliates that operate in each other’s markets. Table gives us some indicators. Half
of all US foreign affiliates are in Europe and 60 percent ofthe assets held by US foreign affili
ates are in Europe. The equivalent figure for EU affiliates in the US is 75 percent. Estimates
have suggested intra-firm trade to represent a third of total transatlantic trade.

Why is a high degree of foreign affiliates an important factor for trade? There is a high de
gree of intra-firm trade between foreign affiliates, and even if tariffs are low they represent
an international “tax” on what would otherwise be a normal intra-firm transfer anti require
administrative costs to manage. We know from several studies that such administrative trade
costs can be significant — representing up to four or five percent of the value of trade, if not
more.
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TABLE 1: US AND EU AFFILIATES AT A GLANCE

US AFFILIATES IN EU IN WHICH INVESTMENT WAS REPORTED, 2008

All count i ins

Europe

Euiope in 0/0

Austi a

Belgium

Czech Republic

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Ireland

Italy

Luxembourg

Netherlands

26 548

13 885

52°/s

237

619

163

244

150

1 378

1 656

104

171

560

735

381

1 603

12 504 725

7 419 907

5 9°/o

(D)

341 018

(0)

(D)

(D)

352 752

600 177

(0)

38 957

656 134

195 708

918 930

1 276 966

6 107 864

3 147 942

52°/o

(0)

148 235

(0)

(D)

(D)

243 870

388 658

(0)

23 425

252 976

163 086

18 732

318 605

956 357

525 813

550/,

(D)

16 071

(D)

(D)

(0)

13 330

21 984

(D)

2 687

80 900

11 819

89 926

147 566

490 124

280 524

57°/s

3 132

12 015

(0)

(0)

1 620

36 206

51 611

(D)

1 663

6 711

15 395

1 059

17 954

Million,; ot dollars
Number ot

No. of Compensation of nmployees
affiliates’ Total assets Sales Nelincome employees (thousands)

Belgium as 112604 47014 1 194 5 124 141

Denmark na 28 518 14 668 483 2 724 24

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Russia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

UK

200

219

169

146

630

369

639

115

3 048

72 870

35 598

(D)

(D)

173 940

(D)

447 230

19 725

1 727600

60 818

39 734

(0)

(D)

114 266

(0)

280 209

30 556

681 792

8 886

2 434

(D)

(D)

9 939

(0)

53 398

2217

9 193

2 933

3 269

(D)

(0)

12 209

(D)

9 020

1 698

78 920

MAJORITY-OWNED U.S. AFFILIATES BY EU OF ULTIMATE BENEFICIAL OWNER. 2007

All countries

Europe

Europe in /o

No. of af
filiates’

Total assets

Millions of dollars

Sales

12012 130

9 094 374

76%

Netincome

3 277 167

1 998 241

61 %

Compen
sation of
employees

103 301

58 710

57%

403 606

267 187

66°/c

1 1 879,4

4 820,1

41 5/

44,5

1 40,7

L

L

24,1

636,8

671,5

L

63,7

91,1

268,7

14,3

244,4

35,0

1 42,5

L

M

211,7

L

95,6

48,1

1 328,0

Number ot
employees
(thousands)

5 520

3 595

65%
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Germany

Ireland

It aly

Netherlands

na

na

na

no

1 825 362

60 622

139 378

1 000 675

442 648

23 942

37 717

323 524

1 844

140

790

16 040

0: Suppressed to .ivoid dc:cfosuu’ of daf,r of ,,rdiv;du,iI coirrpiiiies,L—5O,OOO to tiP, 099.
Source Biiie,iri of Lconomic Analy:i:., US DepirtrnenI of Commerce

The third and final aspect that merits special consideration is intro—industry trade (liT) —

that is inward and outward trade in the same sector. Basic trade theory suggests that coun
tries that trade will specialise in different directions — and that the profile of trade will be a
factor of different structures of production and resource endowments. This is partly true.
However, it is equally true that countries with similar structures of production and resource
endowment trade significantly with each other. Transatlantic trade has a very high degree
ofintra-industry trade — the two parties export to each other similar goods within the same
sector. Table 2 shows the 20 sectors that have the highest degree of intra-industry trade.

A high degree of ITT suggests that the competition effect of an elimination of tariffs can be
significant. As there is competition between firms in those sectors, the dynamic effect could
be considerable once tariffs are eliminated. A higher degree of competition is one of the key
dynamic effects from trade liberalisation: liberalisation forces firms to behave more produc
tively. Sectors with a high degree of ITT get another competition boost — and it is such effects
that leave a clear imprint on the larger economy.

TABLE 2: TOP 20 INTRA-INDUSTRY-TRADE PRODUCT CATEGORIES

US-EXPORTS TO EU-EXPORTS TO GRUBEL
PRODUCT CATEGORY EU IN MN EUR US IN MN EUR LLOYD

(2008) (2008) INDEX EUR

turbojets, turbopropellers etc. 10 791 8 224 0,87

medical, surgical, dental etc. instruments 5 948 4 413 0,85

vaccinesantisera, human blood, etc. 3 897 4 444 093

orthopedic appliances, artificial body paris, etc. 2 853 2 469 0,93

hormones, derivatives etc. 1 235 917 0,85

printing machinery 1 086 1 215 0,94

engines and motors (nesoi) and pails thereof 847 802 0,97

machines (nesoi) 797 1 058 0,86

tractors (other than works trucks) 776 835 0,96

lifting, handling, loading & unload machines (nesoi) 627 600 0,98

beauty, make-up & skin-care preparafions, etc. 616 742 0,91

55 375

4 786

654

Finland no 68 955 17 929 626 2 500 27

France na 1 262812 253627 10288 39723 516

Spain na 233 165 24 916 557 2 599 58

Sweden na 67125 48849 848 8742 184

Switzerland na 2 005 325 223 055 -1 044 38 267 397

UK no 2216961 499412 27638 70299 949

Other no 72 871 40 940 -696 3 702 72

5 234

68

28 1 13

115

391
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insulated miii’, cable etc, optical sheath fibre cables 599 553 0,96

articles of plastics (nesoi) 588 654 095

instruments to measuie 01 check flow, level etc. 560 595 0,97

utom1it ic egulating oi control instruments 490 577 092

transmission apparatus for carneias, cordleri
telephones etc. 445 368 0,91

optical fibres, optical tibie bundles etc. 435 383 0,94

parts for television, radio and radar apparatus 419 417 1,00

cyclic hydrocarbons 411 359 0,93

surveying, hydrocjraphic etc. instruments 409 445 0,96

SUM 33829 30071

Sosice Euiotat.

3. MEASURING DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF TRADE LIBERALISATION

Tt-IERE ARE VARIOUS gains due to the removal oftariffs.In simplest terms, the trading firms
no longer have to pay those tariffs; these savings essentially go directly to their bottom line.
In the highly integrated US-EU context, with substantial intra—firm transatlantic trade, this
simple gain, even with low tariffs, can have significant cash flow benefits. In addition, we will

see trade effects and gains related to imperfect competition, such as scale economies and
increased product varieties. Perhaps most importantly, intermediate and final consumers

benefit from lower prices.

In general, estimates of trade liberalisation focus on short-run or “static” effects and long-run
or “dynamic” impacts. Static effects usually are the effects resu Iting from an improvement of

allocative efficiency. Dynamic gains are generally linked to expanded capital accumulation,

expansions of investment and, probably most essential, productivity effects. Liberalisation
of trade (and investment) not only triggers a reorganisation of the allocation of labour and
capital, it also changes investment and the returns to factors of production. Changes in the
returns to labour and capital affect their supply, and thus the productive capacity of the
economy. In computable general equilibrium (CGE) model simulations, the dynamic gains
tend to exceed the static gains by a large margin. However, dynamic effects can be negative
in the short run.’1 The instantaneous investment effect might he negative because it could

lead to a reduction in expenditures. However, the long-term growth effect, accounting for
increasing investment (including FDI from third countries) and technological progress, is

positive. Moreover, by stimulating productivity and scale economies, greater openness con
tributes to lower increases in manufacturing prices which in turn moderates measures of

aggregate inflation.

The model used in this study is a general equilibrium model. It is well—documented that such
models often under-predict economic growth and increases in trade flows that result from
trade liberaljsation, The reason for under-prediction is that the link between productivity

growth, on the one hand, and exports, imports and investment on the other hand, is often ne

glected in such models. To get a fairer result from economic models, economists compensate
for these shortcomings by building further conditions into the model.

Import shocks have a significant impact on next-period productivity growth. This impact is
expected to be particularly substantial for sectors that exhibit large concentration ratios.°°

In a recent study, two economists examined the relationship between trade and labour pro
ductivity° and confirmed whatseveral otherstudies have found: imports are more important

than exports in promoting productivity growth (with Granger causality running from im
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ports to productivity). Their results also support the empirical evidence that imports have
a positive effect on long run output growth. Evidence has also been provided for relative
productivity advantages ofexporters.’2

in this paper we calculate the dynamic effects ofa full elimination of tariffs on goods traded
between the EU and the US. in other words, we simulate how the EU and US economies
would be profiled after the elimination oftariffs has taken its course through the economy.

The basis for the simulation is the GTAP 7.5 model, which is an acknowledged multi—region
and multi-sector CGE model commonly used for trade policy analysis. This applied general
equilibrium model accounts for inter—sectoral linkages within regions while capturing inter-
regional trade flows, both of which are substantial for studying the effects of Free Trade
Agreements. Regional production follow’s a constant return to scale technology in a perfectly
competitive environment. The private demand system is represented by a non—hornothetic
demand system. The structure of foreign trade is characterised by the so-called Armington
assumption that implies imperfect substitutability between domestic and foreign goods.

Like any applied economic model, this model is based on assumptions. Our GTAP 7.5 dataset
on the global economy has, first, been extrapolated to 2010 and, in a second step, projected
to 2015. The exogenous variables used for the extrapolation are macroeconomic variables,
namely total population, labour force endowment (skilled and unskilled labour), and capi
tal endowment. All other model variables, notably GDP and total factor productivity, are
endogenous. Preferences and production structure as described by the model’s structural
parameters have been unmodified.

We apply projections according to the established methodology.” We use this set of mac
roeconomic projections to calculate the “best estimate” of the global economy and trade
figures in 2015. The simulation results serve as a reference point. We then use this dataset
as the new base for the “EU-US free trade in goods” scenario. The simulation measures the
difference between the initial baseline, including tariffs on goods, and the baseline without
tariffs on goods.

Trade liheralisation provokes reallocation of resources from less efficient to more efficient
firms. The effect is often significant. On an aggregate level economists have found that the
average reallocation effect in the US manufacturing sector make up over 40 percent (If to
tal factor productivity growth)4 Increasing trade volumes due to an elimination of tariffs
between the EU and the US should therefore have an additional stimulus on productivity.

OECD country data shows that capital-output ratios tend to he relatively strong, while at
the same time the capital-labour ratio is increasing, in other words, much of the return to
increasing output per hour worked goes to a more productive labour force.’5To account for
expected growth in labour productivity we incorporate sector-specific technological shocks
into the baseline. Incorporation ofsector-specific technological change affects the resulting
growth in technology of the overall economy, which in GTAP is determined endogenously.
We focus on those industries where there is the greatest likelihood of pro-competitive ef
fects arising from the elimination of bilateral tariffs on goods. We assume in a scenario (ac
cumulated) labour productivity to increase in the total period ofimplemenration (six years)
by 2 percent. In a third scenario we calculate the effects on the assumption ofa 3.5 percent
accumulated labour productivity growth in sectors that are characterised by high degrees
ofintra—industrytrade and above-average tariffs. The choice ofproductivity indicator could
easily he criticised; for example. it only measures one aspect of productivity. But the choice
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is deliberately made to avoid using other and complementary measures with implausibly

strong effects on the model and simulation results (e.g. output productivity) or measures that
are very difficult to predict in an FTA (e.g. total factor productivity). An overall accumulated

labour productivity increase of2 percent — and 3.5 percent in selected Sectors with high lIT

— is hence a conservative estimate for all productivity effects.

Finally, it is not only tariffs that hinder trade; regulations and non-tariff measures (NTM’s),

including trade facilitation and customs clearance procedures, act as harriers to trade and
add additional cost to trading partners. This study does not calculate the effects ofreducing

NTM’s or converging regulatory systems. However, an elimination of tariffs is generally ac
companied by a reduction in cost of trade flicilitation. Generally, exporters and importers can
reduce the cost on customs administration through an FTA, provided that Rules of Origin
(ROO) regulations will not be onerous. But there are other trade facilitation gains too: some

are related to the level of non-tariff measures; others represent savings in the supply chains
or the general infrastructure of trade.We follow the literature and apply a 3.0 percent reduc

tion of trade facilitation. However, the cost reduction is limited to non—commodity processed

goods, as we do not expect significant trade cost savings to be realised in commodity trade.’”
The effect of trade cost reduction is expected to be significant. As noted by many studies, the
effect of trade cost reductions is higher if trade costs initially are comparatively low, which

is the case in transatlantic trade.

The scenarios we are using for the simulations are summarised in table 3. The presentations
of the results will also follow the three scenarios, allowing for comparisons between the
results of different scenarios. It is worth adding the reminder that the model and the sce

narios are based on assumptions. The results are simulations, not determinations of what

the result should be. In the period used in this study to allow the effects of trade liberalisa
tion to be captured (2010-2015), there will be events and developments that are unknown
today, and that in one way or the other can change the result of the simulations.17They can
heighten or weaken the effect of trade liberalisation. Furthermore, deciding assumptions for
the model is not an exact science. At the end these decisions are judgment calls. And among
economists there is a debate about what emphasis to put on trade as a contributor to growth:

trade economists are typically inclined to believe trade is an important factor ofgrowth, and

there are other economists who think trade is desirable but not so important for growth. The
authors of this study belong to the first group, and this reflects the choices of assumptions,

which build on past experience of big economy trade liberalisation and the extent to which

established models can capture these effects. Of the three scenarios, scenario 1 is “extreme”
in that it does not capture plausible dynamic gains.
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TABLE 3: SCENARIO SPECIFICATIONS

SCENARIO SPECIFICATION

Scenario 1
(static effects) Full elimination of tariffs on goods

Full elimination of tariffs on goods

Reduction of trade facilitation costs by an amount equivalent to 3% of the
Scenario 2 value of trade in non-commodity goods sectors

Increase in labour productivity by 2 percent in goods sectors

Full elimination of tariffs on goods

Reduction of trade facilitation costs by an amount equivalent to 3% of the
value of trade in non-commodity goods sectors

Scenario 3
Increase in labour productivity by 3.5 parcent in sectors with high levels of
intro-industry trade increase in labour productivity by 2 percent in all other
goods sectors

4. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

TI-TE RESULTS OF the simulations are presented by various indicators: quantification ofpoten
tial economic impacts of trade, impacts on the overall level of economic output and welfare,
impacts on domestic sectoral output and on trade flows by sector.

EFFECTS ON GDP

TI-tE MEASURED GAINS in GDP are to a large extent consistent with the empirical evidence.
The static gains based on the elimination of tariffs on goods only are not very significant
whereas the dynamic gains are substantial. Depending on the assumptions of the different
scenarios, the EU will increase its GDP by an estimated $46bn to $69bn in value, that is,
GDP in 2015 would be 0.32-0.47 percent higher than it would he without the elimination
of tariffs. Similarly, the US will benefit from estimated GDP gains by $135bn to $182bn, or
0.99-1.33 percent in the core scenarios. Trade creation between the two trade blocks is re
sponsible for the dynamic gain in the EU and the US. Due to trade diversion as a result of the
cut in tariffs between the EU and the US, “third” countries generally face GDP losses. The
magnitude of losses is rather insignificant.

TABLE 4: ESTIMATED GDP GAINS

SCENAO 1 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

Change in GDP gains Change in GDP gains Change in GDP gains
GDP in % in million $ GDP in % in million $ GDP in 0/o in million $

EU-25 0.01 1 644 0.32 46 450 0.47 69 287

USA 0.15 20 470 0.99 135 236 1.33 181 893

WELFARE GAINS8

WELFARE GAINS, EXI’RESSEI) in national income effects, depend on a mix of allocative effi
ciency effects, global scale effects, investment and savings effects and terms-of-trade effects.
The overall static welfare effects are estimated to he some $3 billion for the EU and $4.5
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billion for the US. Depending on the scenario the dynamic welfare gains reach from $58bn
to $85bn in the EU and from $59bn to $82bn for the US. A “monetary” welfare gain means
that the region’s overall economy is better off at the final year (after the effects of trade lib—
eralisation and productivity marched through the economy between 2010 and 2015) than it
otherwise would have been in the absence of that change in trade policy.

TABLE 5: ESTIMATED WELFARE GAINS: NATIONAL INCOME EFFECTS (EQUIVALENT VARIATION IN
MILLION $)

SCENARIO 1 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

EU-25 3 179 57 826 85 539

USA 4595 59303 82159

EFFECTS ON SECTORAL OUTPUTS

THE MODEL USED allows for a more detailed view on what happens on the firm level. How
ever, the results presented here are only an indication of the general effects. The model
captures inter-sectoral supply-linkages as well as inter-sectoral reallocation of factors of
production, hut the model reflects the firm-level effects only at an abstract level. In addition
the model cannot anticipate the future reshaping of the international industrial landscape
due to macroeconomic trends, exchange rate shifts and technological change. Moreover the
model cannot account for the evolution of individual countries’ comparative advantage in re
sponse to policy changes that affect investment, education and economic policy frameworks.

Given the abstractness of the model, the sectoral impacts that emerge from the analysis’ re

based on a priori expectations in the model’s equations. For both the EU and the US the pat
terns of sectoral output are relatively stable across the applied scenarios. The results thus
confirm that both regions are similar with respect to their economic structure.

For the EU, the leading sectors in terms of an increase in value of sectoral output are motor
vehicles, light manufacturing, textiles, mineral products, transport equipment, electronics
and other machinery goods. In the EU the top five tradable goods sectors account for 36
percent in sectoral output growth. The leading tradable goods sectors in the US are motor
vehicles, electronics, textiles, transport equipment and light manufacturing. The top five

US sectors contribute around 30 percent to total sectoral output growth. 1n both regions
the construction sector will contribute a substantial amount to total sectoral output growth.

Depending on the scenario total sectoral output will rise to up to $140 billion in the EU and
up to $93 billion in the US. Bearing in mind the huge levels of non-tariffharriers applied to
agriculture—related products and services, the effect on total output should be significantly
higher if non -tariff barriers are removed progressively.
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TABLE 6: ESTIMATED EU SECTORAL OUTPUT

SCENARIO 1 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

In % in Mn $ in 0/ in Mn $ in /o in Mn $
Grains -1.26 -636 -1.15 -577 -1.11 -559

Horticulture -0.35 -778 -0.12 -261 -0.15 -336

Oil Seeds 0.13 20 -0.0’? 11 -0.11 -16

Sugar 0.06 6 0.52 48 0.73 67

Natural Fibres 0.18 17 0.8 75 0.85 79

Dairy Products -0.26 -174 0.22 146 0.38 254

Livestock and Meat Products -0.11 -311 0.36 984 0.41 1 133

Fishing -0.05 -16 0.1 33 0.15 50

Forestry -0.05 -21 0.3 125 0.3 126

Mining and Extraction -0.03 -32 0.01 14 -0.03 -40

Oil and Gas 0 -2 -0.05 -36 0.07 -51

Processed Food 0.07 945 0.56 7 538 0.77 10 444

Textiles and Clothing 0.49 2 474 0.75 3 772 0.99 5 002

Wood Product -0.03 -74 0.53 1 249 0.47 1 104

Light Manufacturing 0.29 1 325 0.78 3 551 1.06 4 810

Paper and Publishing -0.03 -193 0.29 1 889 0.55 3 605

Petrochemicals 0.23 942 0.63 2 577 0.75 3 067

Chemicals, Rubber, Plastics -0.04 -625 0.22 3 398 0.48 7 403

Mineral Products 0.34 1 240 0.86 3 099 1.15 4 141

Iron and Steel -0.03 -363 0.42 4 614 0.81 11 095

Motor Vehicles 0.11 1 210 0.98 10 800 1.35 14 951

Electrical Machinery -0.28 -1 401 -0.6 -2 998 -0.34 -1 713

Other Machinery -0.03 -498 0.44 6 508 0.84 12 364

Transport Equipment -0.66 -1 537 -0.99 -2 314 -0.66 -1 549

Utilities 0 -11 0.25 1 163 0.41 1 916

Construction 0.05 872 0.63 10 304 0.95 15 575

Trade 0.02 639 0.32 9 762 0.51 15 667

Transport 0.02 338 0.1 1 491 0.14 2 140

Communication -0.02 -75 0.14 694 0.25 1 213

Insurance -0.02 -81 0.07 238 0.13 452

Other Business Services -0.01 -398 0.19 7 707 0.33 12 995

Other Services -0.01 -343 0.2 10 649 0.31 16 541

SUM 2457 86252 139830
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TABLE 7:ESTIMATED US SECTORAL OUTPUT

SCENARIO 1 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

in% inMn$ j% inMn$ in% inMn$

Grains 034 165 002 8 -0.24 -121

Horticulture 0.69 664 0.59 576 0.47 452

Oil Seeds -0.56 -141 -0.5 -125 -0.73 -182

Sugar 0.07 2 0.38 10 0.39 11

Natural Fibres -0.64 -122 -0.73 -140 -0.81 -154

Dairy Products 0.31 110 0.57 204 0.56 201

Livestock and Meat Products 0.03 70 0.37 1 012 0.31 837

Fishing 0.15 11 0.22 17 0.19 15

Forestry -0.05 -12 0.05 11 -0.02 -5

Mining and Extraction -0.06 -58 -0.01 -9 0.01 6

Oil and Gas -0.05 -72 -0.13 -183 -0.18 -263

Processed Food 0.08 480 0.39 2 345 0.4 2 429

Textiles and Clothing -0.36 -769 -0.26 -571 0.35 747

Wood Pioduct -0.08 -225 0.37 1 063 0.37 1 042

Light Manufacturing -0.27 -263 0.58 573 1.33 1 308

Paper and Publishing -0.12 -527 0.13 592 0.4 1 805

Petrochemicals 0 -6 0.15 617 025 1 010

Chemicals, Rubber, Plastics 0.19 1 655 0.34 2 982 0.52 4 491

Mineral Products -0.46 -655 -0.31 -440 0.02 25

Iron and Steel -0.12 -753 -0.13 -817 0.27 1 713

Motor Vehicles 0.36 2 022 0.36 2 036 0.69 3 869

Electrical Machinery -0.49 -2 245 -1.12 -5 152 -1.57 -7 198

Other Machinery -0.09 -907 0.3 2 972 0.85 8 501

Transport Equipment 0.48 1 164 2.45 5 928 3.16 7 630

Utilities 0 -23 0.23 1 350 0.37 2 165

Construction 0.13 2 244 0.9 16 127 1.24 22 080

Trade 0.01 176 0.3 8 366 0.44 12 541

Transport -0.03 -286 -0.02 -234 0.01 63

Communication -0.02 -95 0.16 793 0.26 1 272

Insurance -0.05 -246 -0.02 -119 0 18

Other Business Services -0.04 -765 0.04 801 01 2 131

Other Services -0.01 -938 0.2 16 525 0.29 24 605

SUM -346 57117 93046

EFFECTS ON EU-US BILATERAL TRADE FLOWS

In this section we provide results of the trade impacts arising from the three scenarios. The

analysis shows that total EU exports to tile US will expand by tip to 18 percent in value; US

exports to the EU market will expand by roughly the same amount. The results reported

here exhibit an interesting pattern: the relative gains from the trade liberalisation applied
in the analysis are more or less the same for both trade blocs. On atl aggregate level, total EU
exports to tile US increase by up to $69 billion in value, orl8 percent. US total exports to
the EU will rise by up to $53 billion in value, or 17 percent.
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In terms of export creation in the EU, textiles, manufacturing and agriculture—related sec
tors gain most from the tariff elimination. In the US exports from agriculture—related sectors
generally gain most from the elimination of tariffs, followed by textiles and manufacturing.
Since the highest tariffs are currently applied to agriculture-related sectors and textiles those
industries significantly gain from the reduction of tariffs. It is conspicuous that, in absolute
terms, the machinery and chemicals industries contribute most to the overall rise in exports
for both the EU and the US. In the EU, another substantial contributor to the overall rise
in exports is the motor vehicle industry. For the US, it is the transport equipment sector. In
the EU, the motor vehicle industry together with the machinery, the chemical industry and
textiles account for 65 percent of the total rise in exports to the US. On the other side of the
Atlantic, machinery, motor vehicles, electrical machinery, transport equipment and chemi
cals account for 75 percent in the rise of total exports to the EU.

TABLE 8: ESTIMATED CHANGE IN EU EXPORTS TO THE US

SCENARIO I SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

in % in Mn $ in do in Mn $ in Sb in Mn $
Grains 3 3 17.67 19 17.3 18

Horticulture 25.24 357 36.42 515 36.05 509

OilSeeds 0.78 0 13.51 1 12.95 1

Sugar 2.06 0 16 0 15.57 0

Natural Fibres 24.79 4 37.75 7 37.62 7

Dairy Products 14.06 4 29.52 7 29.42 7

Livestock and Meat Products 4.9 57 22.47 264 22.22 261

Fishing 0.91 1 4.36 6 3.98 6

Forestry 1.58 1 0.83 1 0.62 1

Mining and Extraction 0.43 4 0.7 7 1.02 10

Oil and Gas 4.36 184 3.9 164 3.95 166

Processed Food 17.18 2 591 25.48 3 844 26.01 3 922

Textiles and Clothing 56.09 3 139 74.06 4 144 74.08 4 145

Wood Product 2.6 143 18.47 1 013 18.26 1 002

Light Manufacturing 20.68 1 903 38.79 3 568 38.9 . 3 578

Paperand Publishing -0.13 -7 12.58 649 12.77 659

Petrochemicals Z25 974 15.11 2 030 15.26 2 051

Chemicals, Rubber, Plastics 7.41 4 659 20.13 12 656 20.46 12 864

Mineral Products 25.65 1 448 37.27 2 105 37.43 2 114

Iron and Steel 1 0.46 1 530 27.4 4 007 2794 4 086

Motor Vehicles 1 0.77 5 131 22.98 10 943 23.59 11 237

Electrical Machinery 2.57 203 25.39 2 008 25.84 2 043

Other Machinery 7.9 4 991 26.33 16 626 26.9 16 988

Transport Equipment 1.32 201 20.35 3 103 20.94 3 193

Utilities -0.05 0 0.07 0 0.01 0

Construction 0.26 3 1.42 14 1.89 19

Trade 0.05 1 0.05 1 005 -2

Transport -0.01 -4 0.01 3 -0.01 -3

Communication 0.04 1 0.21 7 0.24 7

Insurance 0.1 15 0.59 92 0.78 121

Other Business Services 0.07 24 0.34 115 0.41

Other Services 0.02 7 0.1 26 0.06 16

SUM 7 27570 17 67945 18 69167
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TABL.E 9: ESTIMATED CHANGE IN US EXPORTS TO THE EU

SCENARIO 1 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

ii % in Mn $ in 0/ in Mn $ in do in Mn $
Grains 101.89 565 115.45 641 115.63 642

Horticulture 51.62 1 383 60,42 1 619 60.34 1 617

Oil Seeds -1.41 -20 6.94 101 6.86 99

Suqai -3.41 0 8.51 0 8.37 0

Natural Fibres -1.53 -2 8.56 10 8.22 10

Dairy Pioducts 223.41 117 233.38 122 233.01 122

Livestock and Meat Products 64.16 402 80.72 506 79.68 499

Fishing 16.98 47 21.49 60 21.72 60

Forestry 3.12 9 1.36 4 0.76 2

Mining and Extraction -0.1 -2 -0.95 -23 -1.71 -41

Oil and Gas 0.5 0 0.44 0 0.08 0

Processed Food 50.08 1 981 59.09 2 338 58,15 2 300

Textiles and Clothing 48.14 843 67.1 1 174 68.10 1 193

Wood Product 6.56 101 23.75 366 22.75 350

Light Manufacturing 9.17 487 28.56 1 519 29.91 1 590

Paper and Publishing -0.59 -25 13.2 569 13.68 590

Petrochemicals 6.94 314 16.22 734 16.23 735

Chemicals, Rubber, Plastics 10.45 5 080 25.2 12 248 25.29 12 293

Mineral Products 17.84 303 31.49 534 31.99 542

Iron and Steel 14.53 1 109 32.01 2 443 32.62 2 490

Motor Vehicles 36.48 4 295 49.55 5 833 49,67 5 848

Electrical Machinery 1.4 299 20.02 4 275 18.93 4 041

Othei Machinery 8.98 4 362 27.94 13 572 28.84 14 008

Transport Equipment 6.17 1 854 24.02 7 220 25.24 7 587

Utilities -0.69 -3 -3.31 -16 -4.36 -21

Construction -0.48 -7 -2.1 -29 -2.67 -37

Trade -0.64 -26 -3.11 -126 -4 -163

Transport -0.35 -81 -1.86 -427 -2.47 -567

Communication -0.62 -19 -2.92 -88 -3.74 -112

Insurance -0.62 -15 -3 -75 -3.87 -96

Other Business Services -0.57 -147 -2.59 -669 3.3 -850

Other Services -0.55 -246 -2.49 -1 121 -3.2 -1 437

SUM 8 22960 18 53315 17 53297

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

TilE RESULTS OF the simulation are not surprising. The Static gains from a transatlantic free
trade accord in goods would not he very significant, especially not for the EU which would
record only a 0.1 percent increase in GDP. Bilateral export would increase by 7-8 percent for
both the EU and the US in this scenario. The dynamic gains, l’iowever, would he sizeable. Af
ter the effects of full elimination of tariffs have marched through the economy, GDP would
have jumped by 0.32-0.47 percent in the EU, and 0.O91.33 percent in the US.

Predictably, the potential gains recorded in this study are higher than in most other prefer—
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ential trade deals signed by the EU and the US, or agreements currently being negotiated.
The gains are not as high as to be comparable with big preferential initiatives like the single
market in Europe or NAFTA in North America. But they are bigenough to have a clear impact
on the transatlantic economy. The static trade effects alone would exceed estimates on the
static trade effects on the EU and the US from a Doha Round deal in goods.9

The difference in GDP effects can be attributed to several factors in the model, like terms of
trade. Yet there are also a few other explanations that warrant consideration.The US econo
my is smaller than the overall EU economy, which is one reason the equal trade expansion is
having a bigger effect on US than EU GDP. Moreover, a greater share of the EU goods sector
has previously been exposed to foreign competition (through EU internal liberalisation),
which is why the effect of trade liberalisation is greater in the US. Finally, the composition
of output changes appears to he more favourable for the US in terms of value added.

The purpose of the paper has been to respond to the question: would the economic gains
from a transatlantic trade deal be significant enough to motivate such an initiative by EU and
US political leaders? Arguably, the answer is Yes. A transatlantic free trade accord for goods
would deliver sigiiiflcant gains to both economies. The effects on trade and welfare would
also he similar in size. It is difficult to come up with any other bilateral trade deal that would
deliver gains of similar magnitude.
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ENDNOTES

1. Gresser (2009).

2. Erixon & Pehnelt (2009). This study should be read in conjunction with the Current report.

3. Sutherland (2010).

4. Dynamic effects are additional to static effects. They accumulate over a longer period of time and may not

be measurable in the short iun. See Chapter 3 for further specifications of dynamic effects.
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5. CEPII/ATLASS (2010). One should bear in mind that Korea is not a small but medium’sized economy.

6. International Trade Commission (2007).

7. Hamilton & Qurnlan (2005).

B. A recent study estimates the total static ettect on real income to be above $200 billion trom reducing
NTMs in transatlantic trade by 50 percent in 23 sectors. See Ecorys (2009).

9. Peridy (2009).

10. MacDonald (1994).

il. Thangavelu and Rajaguru (2004).

12. Bernard and Jensen (2001); Bernard and Jensen (1995).

13. Walmsley (2006) and Sandrey et al. (2007).

14. Bernard and Jensen (2004).

15. Scarpetta et al (2000).

16. Hejazi & Francois (2007),

17. One such event is a finished Doha Round, which will affect tariffs in the EU and the US as well as the
preference margin in a bilateral agreement. This study is not based on the assumption that there will be a
finished Doha Round that is implemented before 2015.

18. Welfare is here measured as the national income effect (equivalent variation). It can be described as the
increase in income a household would need in order to substitute the gains derived from a policy change,
in this case the elimination of tariffs between the EU and the US.

19. Hufbauer, Schott & Wong (2010).
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Mr. Karol Dc (iucht
(;ommiioner for Trade
European Commission
B-1049 Brussels

Dear Commissioner De Gucht and Mr. Froman:

Mr. Michael Froman
Deputy Assistant to the President
The White [louse
Washington DC

Wc welcome the reinvigoration of the US-EU Investment Dialogue. [he October
meeting of U.S. and EU investment policy officials, the first since 2008, clearly re-established
that the European Union and the (mnited Stales share a common agenda on investment issues, as
outlined in our July 14 letter as well as the May 2008 Joint Statement. We look forward to
further active and substantive efforts by you as TEC Co-chairs and your administrations in this
area.

One of the results of that meeting was agreement to develop a Statement of Principles by
the European Union and the United States on the Treatment of Foreign I)irect Investment, as
early as the November 29 Transatlantic Economic Council.

Our associations, representing millions of businesses in all sectors and regions of our ho
economies, support having such a Statement, which would send an important signal to third
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countries about the need and value of adopting strong protections for, and providing greater
openness to, foreign investment. Our governments should have a coordinated approach toward
third countries based on these agreed principles, including with respect to improving market
access and addressing competitive distortions that may arise with state-owned enterprises.

We urge the United States and the European Union. as the largest sources of and hosts to
foreign investment, to adopt a Statement of Principles that embodies the highest possible
standards of treatment for such investment. As stated in our July 14th letter, we believe such a
Statement should reaffirm the cornerstone principles of non-discriminatory national and most-
favored-nation treatment; fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security; prompt.
adequate and effective compensation in the event of an expropriation; free transfers of invested
capital and returns; respect for contracts between foreign investors and host governments; and an
effective investor-state dispute settlement mechanism -- all principles reflected in our respective
bilateral investment agreements. A Statement should also address the importance of eliminating
competitive distortions between foreign investors and state-owned and state-favored enterprises.
You will find attached, as a contribution by the transatlantic business community to this
important exercise, some key elements that we believe such a statement should include.

Again, we appreciate your active support for and encouragement of the EU-US
Investment Dialogue, and hope that the attached proposed principles can be adopted by the
November 29 meeting of the Transatlantic Economic Council.

Yours Sincerely,

American Chamber of (ommerce to the National Association of Manufacturers
European Union Organization for International Investment

BUSINESSEUROPE TransAtlantic Business Dialogue
Emergency Committee for American Trade U.S. Chamber of(ommerce
EUROCHAMBRES U.S. Council for International Business
European-American Business Council
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Key elements proposed by the Transatlantic business community for a
Joint Statement of the United States of America and the European Union Concerning

Principles on the Treatment of Foreign Investment

The European Union and the United States, as the largest sources of. and hosts to. foreign direct
investment, reaffirm our unequivocal conviction that (breign investment, like domestic
investment, should be welcomed as a source of capital. growth. jobs. technology, innovation and
productivity. These benefits are demonstrated repeatedly by the $2.34 trillion of threign direct
investment in the united States and €2.7 ($3.6) trillion in the European Union; indeed, the
unique nature of our bilateral economic relationship stems in part from the fact that two-thirds of
this investment is represented by the $1.93 trillion that U.S. firms have invested in the EU and
the $1.48 billion European firms have put into the United States.

Our openness to foreign investment is based on the fundamental principle that investors and their
investments should be treated equally under the law regardless of nationality. Countries that
adopt and adhere to this principle, as well as those that we propose herewith, will significantly
assuage investors natural concerns about putting capital into a country with which they are not
familiar, thereby increasing the capital that country has available to generate growth.

Complementing the principle of non-discrimination arc the measures needed to establish a
favorable climate for domestic as well as foreign investment: the rule of law, transparency and
predictability in government administration, regulatory fairness, the sanctity of contracts and
private property. respect br intellectual property rights, and sound macro-economic policies.
Governments should, therefore, ensure a minimum standard of treatment consistent with
international law for all investments, including fair and equitable treatment, avoiding any
semblance of arbitrary and capricious action by government officials. ‘l’hey should also ensure
that public services such as law enforcement and fire prevention are available to provide constant
protection and security for investments. Laws, regulations, judicial decisions and administrative
rulings of general application should be made publicly available in a timely fashion, and
domestic law should provide an effective means of enforcement of rights.

This general approach should apply to the widest possible definition of investments, including all
forms of assets and tangible and intangible property; property rights such as leases, mortgages,
liens and pledges; intellectual property rights; rights conferred by law or contract. such as
licenses and permits; business enterprises and equity and other forms of participation in them:
claims to money and to performance: and returns.

Ilost governments should welcome foreign investors and their investments by guaranteeing they
will provide treatment no less favorable than that which they provide to their own investors and
investments, and those of any third state. These basic principles of non-discriminatory national
and most thvored nation (MEN) treatment should apply both to the making of investments and tothe subsequent management. maintenance. use, enjoyment and disposal of those investments.
Key personnel employed by investors and investments should be pcnnitted to enter and remain
temporarily in the host country to engage in activities related to the management, maintenance
and other requirements of the investment. Investments should have non-discriminatory access topublic procurement on all levels, anda host govemrncnL should not require inestrncnts. on
establishment or subsequently. to purchase, sell, transli.r or provide preferences to goods.
services, intellectual property, other proprietary knowledge or technology in its territory.
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Where governments have delegated (formally or inkwmally) regulatory, administrative or other
authority to a state entcrprise or other body. those agents should be explicitly required to uphold
the host government’s commitment to provide non-discriminatory treatment and other core
protections to foreign investors. Governments should also seek tt ensure that they take steps to
eliminate competitive distortions that may be created when state-owned enterprises engage in
commercial activity. In particular, in their purchase and sale of goods and services, state-owned
enterprises should provide national and most-Favored nation treatment to investments.

Any exceptions to these principles of non-discrimination based on the nationality of the investor
should be as limited as possible, for clear public purposes, and spelled out explicitly and publicly
in law and regulation.

host governments should guarantee investors the freedom to transfer funds related to an
investment into and out of their country. including capital, returns, payments, earnings.
remuneration and other financial flows related to the investment, including the proceeds from its
sale or liquidation.

Governments should guarantee that investments will not be expropriated, nationalized or
subjected to measures having equivalent eflèct except when done for a public purpose. under due
process of law, in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner, and with prompt. adequate and
effective compensation. Compensation should reflect the fair market value of the investment
before the expropriatory action became publicly known. Where an investment suffers harm from
war, civil disturbance, natural disaster, state of emergency or a similar event, the host
government should provide compensation or other similar benefits to the investment in a manner
similar to that granted to domestic and other third country investments.

To ensure that investors are confident in their ability to enforce these rights. host governments
should provide investors with the right to enter into investor-state arbitration. whether through
the International Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes (IUSID). or any other
similar neutral arbitration forum. Investor-state dispute settlement should apply as well as to
enforce contacts and other agreements between foreign investors and host country governments.
I lost governments should also become parties to the Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of International Arbitral Awards (the “New York Convention”) to assure investors
that arbitral awards can be enforced.

Countries willing to commit to these principles will significantly lower the political and legal
risk investors perceive when considering bringing capital to a foreign country, and will thus
benefit from additional growth, jobs. innovation and technology flows. Counthes that are the
sources of foreign investment also benefit greatly from the jobs and productivity enhancements
overseas investments can bring.

Believing deeply in these simple hut essential core values, the European Union and the United
States governments should agree to work, individually and in concert, to ensure their adoption
and respect by other governments.
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Trade in Services and Cross-Border Data Flows

The European Union and the United States are the world’s two largest exporters of services,
accounting for about 43% of world commercial services exports in 2010 (excluding intra-EU
services trade) (Source: WTO). Furthermore, services represent well over 70 percent of GDP for
both the U.S. and the EU and provide the foundation for global competitiveness and job growth
across all segments of the economy — in manufacturing, agriculture and services. Given the vital
role of services in both economies, trade in services should be an important part of the bilateral
agenda.

Increasingly, many services are delivered electronically. Knowledge-based services, including
business services, financial services, computer and information services, insurance services,
audio-visual services and telecommunication services, can readily be delivered around the world
via advanced communication networks. In fact, in 2006 UNCTAD estimated that ICT-enabled
services constituted nearly half of services exports, and trade in these services has continued to
grow at a rapid pace.

However, growth opportunities for the U.S. and the EU in cross-border trade in ICT-enabled
services are threatened by the potential for restrictions on cross-border data ilows. Many
countries are considering restrictions on the location of storage and processing for various types
of data, and existing trade agreements do not address these issues. For example, exceptions in
the WTO GATS give countries the right to regulate for national security, privacy, compliance
with regulations, protection of public safety, prevention of fraudulent practices and to ensure the
integrity of the financial system, among other reasons. Any of these reasons might be used to as
an excuse to block data Ilows and effectively create barriers to services trade.

It is in the interest of both the U.S. and the EU to modernize the approach to services trade
agreements to address these cross-border data issues. These issues should be incorporated in all
future services trade negotiations, whether at the bilateral, plurilateral or multilateral level. Given
their strengths as exporters of ICT-enabled services, the U.S. and the EU should cooperate to
establish a new agreement that can set the standard and serve as a model for the rest of the world.

This initiative could build Ofl work completed last year on the EU-U.S. Trade Principles for ICT
Services and the OBCD Internet Policy Principles, and on the two parties’ ongoing work on
c-commerce and services trade in their respective bilateral and regional free trade agreements.
The U.S. and the EU are very well positioned to lead the world in the development of a 21 SI

Century trade agreement to address these critical services trade issues.


